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The Maine Campus

Wednesday
February 16, 1994

THE UNIVERSITY OF MAINE NEWSPAPER SINCE 1875

•UMaine women's basketball

Vol. 111 No. 52

•Orono government

Bears banned from NAC tourney Town Council approves

UMaine coach Joanne
Palombo.(Boyd photo.)

By John Black
Sports Writer
The long, cold winter for University of Maine athletic teams got
even colder Monday evening. The
latest to feel the chill — the Black
Bear women's basketball team.
The Black Bears have been
barred from the North Atlantic

•GSS

Senators
reverse prior
decision on
holidays
By Dan McEnerney
Staff Writer
In a reversal ofa vote two weeks
ago, the General Student Senate
voted last night not to encourage
the University of Maine to observe
Martin Luther King Jr.'s birthday.
"What I would like to see happen is that we shut down classes on
Martin Luther King's birthday,"
Student Government President
Collin Worster said."But what we
have to realize is that the will isjust
not there in the student body."
On-Campus senator Nathan
Tableman disagreed with the vote.
"I think every other school in this
country manages to come up with
a way to observe this holiday. Why
can't we?" Tableman said.
On Friday, the cabinet, the executive branch ofStudent Government, vetoed a resolution encouraging the university to recognize
all federal holidays that fall during
the school year.The three holidays
in question were Presidents Day,
Veterans Day, and Martin Luther
King Jr.'s birthday.
Last night's vote was an attempt
to override that veto. It fell short of
the two-thirds vote required with 11
See GSS
on page 16

Conference tournament.They were
informed of the decision after a
Monday evening vote by four NAC
administrators. It marks the third
major UMaine administrative incident regarding a Black Bear athletic team in four months.
At issue is a scheduling miscue.The Black Bears scheduled 27
regular-season games, one more
than allowed by the NCAA.
"It's my mistake," a distraught
UMaine coach Joanne Palombo
said."My error has cost this program greatly and I'm very apologetic."
UMaine can still qualify for
postseason play, but must do so
with an at-large bid to the NCAA
tournament or an invitation to the
National Women's Invitational
Tournament. Beginning this season the winner ofthe NAC tournament receives an automatic bid to
the NCAA tournament.
Speaking from her office Tuesday afternoon,Palombo was struggling to come to grips with the

NAC's decision.
"It is perplexing to me because
it seems like a very, very extreme
penalty,"Palombo said."We came
up with a bunch of solutions, because we knew that we had to sort
oftake it on the chin,and I feel like
the four administrators that voted
have lost sight of why we're here."
"It's not a 'poor me' thing, it's
the principle of,'Why would you
do this to the kids?' Why would
you do this when there could be
other resolutions?"
UMaine Co-Captain Rita Sullivan agrees that the price paid was
more than necessary.
"It seems to me the punishment
was quite severe for the crime, so
to speak," Sullivan said."This incident has happened before with
other schools and they've been
dealt with much less harshly."
The decision released by the
NAC office states under NCAA
bylaw 17.3.5.1 (a)that an NCAASee BANNED
on page 21

Geddy's permit
By Chris DeBeck
Staff Writer
Students will continue to
dance the night away while enjoying their favorite beverages
and foods at Geddy's, as the
Orono Town Council unanimously approved its permit at
Monday's meeting.
The council approved an application allowing the Park Street
pub to serve beer, wine and hard
liquor.
Also,the permit allows manager Brian McClellan to have
live music, dancing and other
entertainment.
The council hasfinal approval over the permit on a yearly
process. Town Manager Gerry
Kempen recommended approval, after conducting a mandatory
inspection, when he found the
building in compliance with
town ordinances.

"Keep up the good work
young man, in giving the students a safe place to go,"Council
Chairman George Gonyar said to
McClellan, following council
approval.
In other business, the council
revisited a pair of proposed ordinances that have been about two
years in the making. Kempen
updated the council on changes
to the apartment and noise ordinances which resulted from a
November public hearing.
A fee schedule will now be
implemented as partofthe permit
process. According to the apartment ordinance, the maximum
fee would be between $5 and
$50, unless the police services
fee has been implemented two to
five times during the calendar
year,then the fees would increase
to $50 to $100.
See TOWN COUNCIL
on page 16

•Smoking

New program extinguishes bad habits
By Jonathan Humphrey
Staff Writer
Ask any smoker who's trying
to quit and they'll tell you it's not
an easy task. Ask most of those
who succeed and they'll tell you
they had help.
The University of Maine Student Health and Prevention Services and the Health Impact Group

are sponsoring a program this semester to provide that help. Called
the Smoking and Chewing Tobacco Cessation Program, it is based
on the "Fresh Start" program designed by the American Heart Society.
Maureen Henry, R.N., and
Health Educator Nancy Price are
presenting the program, which
meets on Mondays and Wednes-

days from 4 to 5 p.m. in the Cutler
Conference Room at Cutler Health
Center. It is open to all UMaine
students.
According to Price, the program makes participants question
why they smoke and helps them
find ways to modify their behavior. People are encouraged to talk
aboutthe problems they encounter
while trying to quit. Price stresses

the importance of the group sessions.
"In the past people have told
me that the group support was always the mostimportant partofthe
program," Price said.
Henry said a similar program
was offered several years ago. It
was renewed this year due to conSee QUIT SMOKING
on page 9

•Hillary Rodham Clinton

Officials estimate costs of health care forum
By Chris DeBeck

we absorb."
The money to pay for the foStaff Writer
rum, Diamond added, will come
It was a once-in-a-lifetime op- from alumni donations to the uniportunity to witness: Hillary versity in general. These funds, he
Rodham Clinton,along with sena- added, are intended to be used by
tors,representatives and other law- President Fred Hutchinson as he
makers talking about health care at sees fit.
the University of Maine.
The funds will pay for a vast
With Alfond Arena finally se- array of services. One ofthe major
lected as the site for the forum, costs was preparing Alfond Arena
many details were worked out. and the surrounding parking lots
Before words were spoken, cam- for the event.
eras rolled and parking was estabWayne Edgecomb, the superlished.
visor for Facilities Management's
John Diamond, acting director carpenter shop, estimated that the
of Public Affairs, estimates that total construction cost could fall
the forum will cost about $25,000 between $2,700 and $3,000.
after all the bills are paid.
The carpenters spent about 46
"Some of the security costs the work hours on Feb. 6 readying
federal government will be respon- Alfond. Among the major consible for," Diamond said. "Facili- struction items were two platforms
ties, invitations, things like that, for television cameras.

Hillary Rodham Clinton. (File photo.)
"People from the White House
thoughtthat our in-house platforms
were not too stable," Edgecomb
explained.
Also,30extra sandwich boards
were built,directing forum attenders where to park. Extra electric

signs from the Maine Department
ofTransportation were brought in,
directing people to exit Interstate
95 at Exit 51.
A two-tierd main platform,
See FORUM
on page 16
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WorldBriefs

• Defense contractor develops bombproof container
• French fishermen continue disruptions
• Aung San Suu Kyi remains imprisoned
•Imported fish

•Air travel

Bombproof container developed

Strike leaders plead for more aid

1

2

LONDON(AP)—A British defense contractor has developed a baggage container
itsays can withstand a blast equal to the one that destroyed aPan Amjet over Lockerbie,
Scotland, killing 270 people.
Royal Ordnance already has replicated the Lockerbie bomb for trials using the hulls of
747s,company spokesman Andrew Jeacock said.
A controlled explosion in one ofthe new containers produced only three popped rivets on the
aircraft's body."Thecontainerslowsdown theeffectoftheexplosion byfourtimes," Jeacock said.
Royal Ordnance, which sent the containers to London's Heathrow Airport Monday for
loading tests, said they could be fitted in some airplanes by the end of the year.
Tests will begin March 1 at Los Angeles International Airport.
The company began developing the containers after Pan Am Flight 103 exploded over Lockerbie on Dec. 21, 1988, killing all 259 people aboard and 11 on the
ground.
British investigators determined that the blast was caused by explosives
packed into a radio-cassette recorder and placed in a suitcase, which was loaded
in one of the Boeing 747's baggage containers.
Jeacock said the force of a blast is vented through the material of the new container, with
additional pressure absorbed by the container's hollow base.

LE GUILVINEC, France (AP) — The government pledged Monday to
keep cheap imported fish out of France at least until June, while the
fishermen whose violent strike forced the action pleaded for more aid for smaller
operators.
In a television interview Monday, Prime Minister Edouard Balladur also said the
government would consider setting a minimum salary for fishermen,but he didn't offer any
details.
Fishermen say their livelihoods are threatened by cheap imports that keep prices down
on French fish markets.
Some have ransacked supermarkets and wholesale markets, and blocked ports and
highways in protests that began Feb. 1.
Continuing their disruptions Monday,40 boats blocked the port of Boulogne-sur-Mer,
home to a huge fish processing plant, in an attempt to cut off imports from Britain.
Talks between the fishermen's Survival Committee and officials in Brittany were held
Monday on the eve of a crucial rank-and-file meeting in Le Guilvinec,a depressed port that
is headquarters of the strike movement.
"They must return to the sea. They're sinking themselves," Le Guilvinec's mayor,
Xavier Chariot, said after the talks.

•No deals

Opposition leader
remains imprisoned
RANGOON, Burma (AP) — Opposition leader
Aung San Suu Kyi,in herfirst meeting with visitors other
than her family in nearly five years of house arrest, said
she will never accept a deal that requires leaving her
homeland, The New York Times reported Tuesday.
Mrs.Suu Kyi,winnerofthe 1991 NobelPeacePrize,wasallowed
to meet Monday with Rep.Bill Richardson,D-N.M.,a U.N.official,
and a New York Times reporter at her family home in Rangoon.
A senior officer in Burma's militaryjunta said Tuesday that Mrs.
Suu Kyi will be imprisoned at least until 1995, unless she agrees to
leavethecountry.She was placed underhousearreston July 20,1989.
"She will interfere with politics and create unrest if she is
released now," said Col. Kyaw Win, deputy director of the
Defense ServicesIntelligence."We have achieved considerable
progress in political, economic and security matters in the
country and we don't want the momentum to be disrupted."
In her years ofimprisonment,the leader ofBurma's democracy movement has not left her family's crumbling lakeside
compound, and has occupied herself reading "hundreds" of
books on politics, philosophy and religion, the Times said. She
has suffered malnutrition occasionally because she refused to
acceptfood orsuppliesfrom the military,and hassold mostofthe
furniture in the house to buy food.
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•United Nations

•Human rights

North Korea agrees to Kenya accused of
repression
nuclear inspection

4

5

NAIROBI,Kenya(AP)— President Daniel arap
VIENNA, Austria(AP)— North Korea agreed
Moi's government has continued to repress free
Tuesday to U.N.-supported conditions for opening
speech and persecute opposition politicians despite a pledge
part of its nuclear program to international inspection.
to return Kenya to multiparty democracy, a human rights
Korea
only
sites
the
North
seven
covers
agreement
The
group said.
research
its
of
nuclear
components
the
as
has identified
The Robert Kennedy Memorial Centerfor Human Rights,
by
intelliWestern
sites
suspected
other
program. Two
based
in Washington, said in a report it was releasing
the
work
are
in
nuclear
involved
being
of
gence agencies
that the repression included arbitrary restrictions
Tuesday
talks.
Korean
U.S.-North
subject of
and harassment of state critics.
speech
free
United
Unitthe
the
Nations,
of
from
pressure
Backed by
alarmed by the Kenya government's
greatly
are
"We
ed States has led negotiations on allowing outside inspecspeech," the report quoted Kerry
free
of
violations
blatant
tors to check on North Korea's claim its nuclear research
Kennedy Cuomo as saying.Cuomo is the center's executive
is for peaceful purposes only. There are fears the North
director and daughter of the late Sen. Robert F. Kennedy.
Koreans are trying to develop nuclear weapons.
Kenyan officials were unavailable for comment.
The refusal by North Korea to allow inspections had
The52-page reportcovers 1993,the first year ofpolitical
put the hard-line Communist state under increasing threat
pluralism following the East African nation's first multiparof international sanctions and increased tensions with
ty elections in December 1992.
South Korea.
A year earlier, Moi caved in to international and local
In Washington, U.S. officials said the United States
and permitted opposition for the first time since
pressure
expected to hold more talks with North Korea this
1969.
week.

•Celebration

Carnival continues
despite UN embargo

6

PORT-AU-PRINCE, Haiti (AP) — A U.N.
embargo and a spectacular fire haven't stopped
Carnival in Haiti, but this year's celebrations are without floats, parade queens and costumed revelers.
Military authorities shepherded scarce power reserves to keep the lights on for the nightly street
parties, which began Sunday and continue through
Tuesday. The traditional opening all-night gathering
wound down at 1 a.m. Monday.
The thousands of celebrants largely failed to
follow chants by a band and by leaders of the proarmy Front for the Advancement and Progress of
Haiti to criticize the United Nations fuel and weapons embargo on Haiti. The embargo was imposed in
October after the military reneged on a promise to
yield power to exiled President JeAan-Bertrand
Aristide.
Carnival-watchers also ignored radio appeals by a
key Aristide aide,the Rev. Gerard Jean-Juste,to "chant
fine revolutionary slogans."
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•Column

•Television

Sex Matters
In honor of National
Condom Week this week's
column is devoted to condoms. Let me start off by
saying:Vowsofabstinence
breakfar more often than
condoms.Having said that,
I would like to pointoutthat
the simple truth is that, for sexually active
couples,condoms are the best means we have
of preventing HIV/AIDS and other sexually
transmitted diseases(STDs).For acouple who
is committed to having sexual intercourse and
who have any concern regarding any of the
STDs, latex condoms are the best means of
preventing infection. Abstinence and a mutually faithful monogamousrelationship with an
uninfected partner,few would argue,are even
more effective; but if sexual intercourse is
going to occur, whatever the reasons behind
the decision,condoms are the best approach to
preventing an infection.

By Sandra L. Caron, Ph.D.

condom tip, and roll the condom all the way
down to the base of the penis.
*Soon after ejaculation, the penis should
be withdrawn. Make sure someone holds the
base ofthe condom firmly againstthe penis as
it is withdrawn.
*After use, check the condom for possible torn spots. If you are not using a spermicide(you should be),immediately apply contraceptive foam orjelly. This may reduce the

tion/STD protection strategy before you are
sexually entangled is essential. Sex is too
important to be left up to your genitals.
Giving or getting a disease or worrying about
pregnancy is about as unromantic as you can
get.Explore yourfeelings together;share your
knowledge.Consider visiting Cutler for information — together. Neither partner should be
forced to use a form of birth control he or she
is truly unhappy with. But the issue of protection must be dealt with — by both of you.
*Don't forget your sense of humor and
playfulness.Condomscan actually providelots
...if sexual intercourse is of laughs; laughter and sex go well together.
Fancy condoms — lubricated, ribbed, colored
going to occur, whatever (have
you seen the black"tuxedo condoms"for
the reasons behind the formal affairs?) — are popular for their entervalue. Let yourself be entertained.
decision, condoms are tainment
*Stand your ground. Unless you want to
be pregnant and are sure your partner is free
the best approach to
of STDs, you need protection during sex, if
preventing an infection. your partner says "no" to using a condom,
you can just tell them: "None of my other
For condoms to work,they must be used
partners have minded. What's wrong with
correctly and consistently. The following in- chance of pregnancy or infection. If torn you?"If your partner cares about you,they'll
structions will help ensure effective use.
condoms are a persistent problem, use a wa- want to use a condom.
*Use latex condoms every time you have ter-based lubricant to reduce friction; K-Y
sexual intercourse; this is the key to any kind jelly,spermicides,and saliva all work.Please
Sandra L Caron is an Assistant Profesof successful contraception.
note: Some of you will be happy to know that sor in the Department of Human Develop*Use spermicide containing nonoxyno1-9 there is a condom made to fit a larger penis; ment and Family Studies; she teaches CHF
with the condom.Foam and film are both easy it's called MaxX.
351: Human Sexuality. Questions should be
to apply.Spermicide protects againstpregnan*Do not re-use condoms.
sent directly to The Maine Campus, Lord
cy and a number of STDs,including chlarny*Keep condoms in a cool,dry and conve- Hall. Copyright Dr. Sandra L Caron 1994.
dia, gonorrhea,herpes,HPV,and HIV/AIDS. nient place.
*Do not put a condomless penis into a
vagina or anus. Even if a man has great
If you and your partner are uncomfortable
"control" there is always the possibility of with condom use, consider the following:
pre-ejaculatory leakage.
*Communication is crucial. It may seem
*Leave about a half-inch of space at the "unromantic," but planning your contracep-

ABC admits
to phony
background
NEW YORK (AP) — ABC News
said it disciplined a producer and a correspondent for making the correspondent appear to be outdoors on Capitol
Hill during a broadcast, when in fact she
wasinside a network studio blocks away.
The correspondent, Colcie Roberts,
and "World News Tonight" executive
producer Rick Kaplan have been reprimanded,spokeswoman Teri Everettsaid
Tuesday. Anchor Peter Jennings did not
know of the switch, Everett said.
ABC News vice president Richard
Wald issued a memo to his staff describing the ruse as "serious because it misled our audience." The memo was released Monday.
Roberts and Kaplan did not immediately return phone calls left with their
offices Tuesday.
On the Jan. 26 edition of "World
News Tonight," Jennings in New York
switched to Roberts in Washington for a
discussion ofPresidentClinton's State of
the Union address the night before. Jennings said Roberts was"atCapitol Hill,"
and Roberts wasseen standing in front of
the Capitol wearing an overcoat.

Non Traditional Student
Coffee Hour
"Every Thursday at 3:15 pm"
Nutter Lounge, Memorial Union

Saturday,February 19th,2'30PM
153 Barrows Hall
Infonnaldiscutolon questions welcome

STELLAR VOMIT TIM/EL RIMS
• Student airfare to Boston, NYC.,Philly,Washington

Needs Cupa' Joe

• International Student fares for semesters abroad — Eurail Passes
Spring Break packages to Caribbean & Florida & Mexico
• Full-service agency w/ lowest available fares on air tickets

I seattle MAINE Zeite I
1
i
Espresso
1
m
,I! Double Tall Latte .
111
•
•
1 $1.00(Reg. $2.00)i
With Coupon
I
I
I
I

827 Stillwater Ave
I
I
Old Town
I
I
.
In the Family Market
•
I off exit 51 on the way to UMaine
:
•
Open 6:30 a.m. M-F
I
I
Sat. 9:00 a.m.
Iumiwommimmommummommi

cruises, hotels, car rentals, and all your travel needs!

HEIIVINS/ Carlson'navel Network
Chadbourne Hall, University of Maine • Open M-F8 to 5
"The,Designated TravelAgency ofthe University ofMaine"

58I-1400 or 1-8004,370-0999
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Green fast becoming
top vehicle color

•Conservation

Bill will ban forest dearcuts
AUGUSTA,Maine(AP)— The Maine
Forest Service joined a growing voice of
opposition against a bill that would bar
clearcutting, but supporters vowed to push
for a referendum if the bill fails.
Jonathan Carter, the Maine Green
Party's candidate for governor, said his
group is planning a 1995 referendum on
the clearcut measure being considered
by the Energy and Natural Resources
Committee.
"This bill's time has come," said Carter, a biologist.
The bill would prohibit cutting more than
40 percent of trees per acre over a 10-year
period,limit the openings in the forest canopy to 14,000 square feet and create a minimum size for buffers between openings.

The provisions would only apply in
Maine's unorganized lands, which cover an
area about a quarter of the size of New
England.
Susan J. Bell, director of the Maine Forest Service,said an outright ban on clearcuts
would go too far and that a single management strategy will not work in Maine's vast
forest ecosystem.
"A single prescription will remove much
of the ability of professionals to manage the
forest based on science," Bell said in aletter to
the committee. "The forests of Maine are
much too complex to be managed in one
way."
The state already bans clearcuts over
250 acres and regulates those between 35
and 250 acres. Clearcuts have declined by

more than 50 percent since the regulations
were imposed in 1990, said state Conservation Commissioner C. Edwin Meadows.

Some species, such as white pine, white
birch and aspen, regenerate and grow best
under full sunlight conditions, Bell said.
And Ted Johnston,presidentofthe Maine
Forest Products Council,said there is a good
market for some of the species that grow in
clear-cut areas.
Johnston also warned that the ban would
force loggers to "cut the best and leave the
rest," which would diminish the overall
quality of the forest.
The forest products group and environmentalists differ sharply on the bill's labor
implications.

DETROIT(AP)— Call it what you will
— Tundra, Glacier or Pine — Americans
like their green machines.
Twice as many green vehicles hit
the road last year as in the year before,
while perennial favorite white, still on
top, began to fade, according to a report
out Monday from DuPont Automotive.
Medium red fell from second to third
place, while bright red and black rounded out the top five colors among vehicles purchased in 1993, said the company, which creates paints for the auto
industry.
Color isn't just pigment, said Roseann
Forde, who researches retail trends for DuPont Fibers.
"Green represents balance, normality
and security," she said. "People who select green are socially well adjusted, civilized and suburban. White, on the other
hand, is innocence, purity, honesty and
cleanliness."
Green was popular in the 1960s, before people began to associate it with the
jungle camouflage of the Vietnam war,
Forde said."A whole generation of people lost their taste for green. Now it's
back."

Jury convicts mastermind
in teen slaying conspiracy

Accepte at
more $ hoolS
than you we e.

PATERSON,N.J.(AP)— The mastermind behind the murder of a teen-ager who
was strangled while saying the "Hail
Mary" faces life in prison.
Frank Castaldo, 20, was found guilty
Monday of conspiracy to commit murder
and two counts of attempted murder.Prosecutors said Castaldo influenced four teenagers to kill Robert Solimine Jr., 17, in
1992.
Three of the teens testified that James
Wanger, then 17, strangled Solimine with
an electric cord as they spoke the lastline of
the "Hail Mary" together in a car. Castaldo wasn't present.
"None of this would have happened if
it wasn't for Frank Castaldo," Assistant
Passaic County Prosecutor John Snowdon
Jr. said. "You can't let people escape
responsibility because they were not
there."
Castaldo's lawyer argued that the others made Castaldo their scapegoat in a bid
for leniency.
Sentencing was set for March 25.
Wanger was convicted and sentenced
to life in prison. The others pleaded guilty;
one received a 12-year sentence and two
got 15-year sentences. The teens said they
grew to dislike Solimine after he stopped
drinking and tried to get them to do the
same.

Prison escapee crushed in
garbage truck compactor
7"Ins
'

41"
74PLEIS

=mamma
VISA

Itt$ everYvviaere
-you want to be

C Vioa U.S.A. Inc. 1994

IMMOKALEE,Fla.(AP)— A prisoner who apparently escaped in a garbage
truck was found crushed to death in a landfill.
Authorities identified Anastasio
Figueroa, 41, of Miami through his fingerprints, said Jesse Jenkins Jr., assistant superintendent at Hendry Correctional Insti9.ition.
Figueroa was serving a life sentence
for attempted kidnapping.Prison officials
discovered he was missing Monday,about
45 minutes after a garbage truck left the
prison.
Guards found Figueroa's body at a landfill. He had apparently been crushed in the
truck's compactor, Jenkins said.
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Workshop offers helping hand to diabetics
By Dana Gray
Staff Writer
Several people offered steps for coping
with diabetes Tuesday afternoon in the Bangor Lounge. All of these steps were examined
separately,but with acommon goalofachievhig a better understanding of the disease.
This workshop,which began at noon,was
sponsored by the Health Impact Group and
Employee Health, through the efforts of the
Diabetic Support Services and its facilitators
Lilian Zanchi and Barbara Murphy.
In creating an encompassing view and
understanding of the issues and solutions for
diabetics, there were five things discussed.
The first was an overview of the latest information and research about the disease.
Other areas covered were nutritional information,exercise opportunities,stress management and self-esteem analysis.
Pat Stenger began the program with a
look at diabetes control. She said that recent
studies show that diabetes complications can
be greatly reduced with good blood sugar
regulation.
She said that the program was designed to
show students how to live with the disease.
"Theflow(ofthe program)was ifcontrolling
blood sugar can help, how do you do it on
campus?"
The issue of nutrition on campus was
covered by licensed dietitian Evelyn Hart.
She explained how the dining halls on campus can be accommodating to dietary needs.
The idea of exercise was discussed by

representatives from Recreational Sports.
Debra Russell-Courtney said that her and
Tom Bourque were there to say that"diabetes
isn't an exclusionary thing" in regard to activities offered by their department.
Managing stress was another issue the
program addressed. April Colburn and Sandra Sarro, psychologists from Cutler Health
Center, discussed stress-coping issues involved with diabetes.
Representatives from the Peer Educator
Program were also on hand to discuss the
importance of self-esteem in coping with
diabetes.
Through charts and handouts,Justin Ditzel and Heather Kenney presented"High On
r and emphasized the need for a positive
outlook of oneself. They gave the group in
attendance "Personal Wellness Wheels"that
were designed to give people an idea of how
they picture themselves.
In asking people to evaluate themselves
in areaslike intellect,emotionalcontrol,physical fitness and psychological control, the
audience members were given pencils to put
points on the circular gauges and then connect the dots. A perfect circle meant a perfect
view ofoneself. Kenney said the goal should
be to increase self-esteem and make the dots
form a circle."Ifthe wheelisn'ttotally round,
it won't roll very well," she said.
Through the eventsofthe afternoon,many
ideas and approaches were presented to a
revolving audience,but throughout the afternoon,the onefocus ofsuccessful diabetic life
in a campus community was achieved.

Justin Ditzel (Right)and Heather Kenney(Left)explain steps for coping with
diabetes.(Wickenheiser photo.)

There will be a Human Sexuality test on Thursday.

University of Maine
18 Mill St.
Orono, Maine
866-3550

We deliver 7 nights a week
beginning at 7p.m.
We will be delivering on Saturdays
from 1 p.m. - 5 p.m.
Between these times
Receive $1 off a footlong sub.
Delivery Hours:
7 p.m.-11 p.m. Sun-Thurs
7 p.m.-1a.m. Fri.
1 p.m.-1 a.m. Sat.
Buy one footlong,
get the second one
for

with the puiCini
—ge alnedium soft drink.
Higher price prevails.

Expires 2/28/94
Not good with any other offers.
I Offer available at Orono location only.
... MEM MEM MEE MEM MEM

$1 Off
footlong or
6" sub.
Expires 2/28/94
Not good with any other offers.
Offer available at Orono location only.
OEM MEM NEM MEM OMB MEM MEE MEM MEM OEM MEM MEM
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Mountain Bike Race

Party at Oronoka

lti. 2/18 1:00 Pm

hi. 2/18 900 PM - 1:00 Am

Ski Relay
lug of War on mall

Cross Country Ski Race
Sal. 2/19 11:00 Ant
Skiing at Hermon Min.

Sal. 2/19 100 PM
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Sal. 2/19 10:00 Ani

Bands-Wells Commons Snow Sculpture
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Brought to you by IFC, Panhellenic Council the Maine
Outing Club, Cross Country Ski Club, ROC, TUB, Maine
Bound, the Mountain Biking Club, and the South Campus
Area Board
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•Bethel

•Gubernatorial race

Candidate puts platform in a book
AUGUSTA,Maine(AP)— Any Maine
voter who wants to know all about Angus
King can now read the book.
The former public TV talk-show host and
current independent gubernatorial candidate
said Tuesday he has sent a copy of his 132page paperback, "Making a Difference," to
every library in the state. His campaign office
will ask for contributions from people who
want copies of their own,he said.
"I have an obligation as a candidate to
make it as easy as possible for voters to
know who lam and what I'm about," King
told reporters at the State House in one of a
series of news conferences around the state.
Ranging in scope from yarns about his
parents to his views on the evils ofcommercial television to specific programs he would
cut to balance the state budget, the book
evolved from a position paper that he began
writing last summer.
"I wrote it all myself," the Brunswick
resident volunteered at the end of the news
conference.

E

He published it himself too, at a cost of
about $2,500 for the first run of 1,000 copies.
To balance the budget without raising
tax rates, King's book proposes more than
$50 million in cuts, the largest portion of
which would come from eliminating $20
million in yet-to-be-identified wasteful
spending.
Other proposals would limit the growth in
public school subsidies, reduce spending for
the state university while boosting out-of-state
tuition,abolish the Maine Turnpike Authority
and cut the legislative budget.
On environmental protection,King proposes shifting state policy from trying to control
emissions ofpollutants to stopping them attheir
source.A companion plan would streamline the
regulatory process by allowing towns and cities
to obtain blanket environmental permits for
designated "growth areas," so businesses locating there would not need separate permits.
King traces many problems facing public schools to a lack of parental involvement

and youthful idleness brought on by too
much TV viewing. At the same time, he
proposes setting standards for education and
measuring students' progress in annual tests
for each subject and grade.
A former Democrat, King invokes the
names of two of New England's most successful independent politicians in recent history — the late Maine Gov. James B. Longley, whose career-launching study of state
government King wants to recreate, and
Connecticut Gov. Lowell Weicker, who
King visited last year.
King's narrative is sprinkled with justplain-folks observations.
Some examples:
—On not being born into money:"None
of my four grandparents went beyond the
eighth grade, there (has) never been any
money in our family(that I know of). I went
to public school, including high school, and
I've never owned a pair of tassled loafers in
my life. OK,I do wear button-down collars;
nobody's perfect."

WEDNESDAY is STUDENT'S DAY! I
Save $3 off a McQuik's Full Service Oil Change!

CLIP'N SAVE!

McQuila

A-a
S
K
T

Valid With
Student I.D.

011ube

p

765 Hogan Rd. Bangor
505 Wilson St. Brewer

Residents allow
development,
facility swap
BETHEL, Maine (AP) — Residents
have approved the transfer of 6.2 acres of
town-owned land at the center of a proposed $25 million hotel and shopping complex that would forever change the village's face.
The 501-332 tally during a referendum
Monday allows the town to swap the land in
return for new facilities to replace those that
would be razed, said Town Clerk Merton
Brown.
The 6.2-acre parcel is surrounded by 50
acres ofland that Victoria Associates wants
to develop into a train station, a 120-room
hotel and 80,000 square feet of retail space.
Before the land is transferred, the developer must build a new garage, relocate the
town's ambulance and move the recycling
center,all of which are located on the parcel,
Brown said.

JDR Computer Services
Term Papers, Resumes
Shareware Programming - Tutors - Games
Send for a Complete Catalog ofShareware and

Pre-Formatted

5"" Blank Disks
Desktop Publishing to: MR
also available
pi P.O. Box 920
Belfast, Me 04915
Call

333-9653 .1

amvm

Also selling new and used television sets

Give A Big Maine

'HELLO'
To These National Exchange Students On Campus This Semester
Ismael Aponte Quile
Sin Beringer
Rebeka Blanco Rivera
Cyrus Bullock
Eddia Carmona
Melissa Colburn
Melvin Finona
Jeffrey Fisher
Natalie Frick
Shawn Frohman
Geoffrey Greenberg
Michael Halama
Candace Handley
Sharon Hull
Jenney Michaud
Kim Michelman
Nancy Miekowsld
Eugene Minvielle
Shoko Morozumi
Sarah Perkins
Kristen M. Reynolds
Benjamin Sanchez Laguna
Jessica Snyder

University of Pueto Rico, Cayey
University ofIdaho
University of Puerto Rico, Rio Piedras
Oregon State University
University of Puerto Rico, Cayey
Humboldt State University
University of Guam
California State University, Bakersfield
University of Massachusetts, Boston
University of Guam
California State University, Northridge
Oregon State University
Rhode Island College
California State University, Chico
California State University, Northridge
California State University, Northridge
Rhode Island College
Louisiana State University
Fort Lewis College
Boise State University
Rhode Island College
University of Puerto Rico, Cayey
California State University, Bakersfield

If you want to expand your educational horizons contact:

Jack Collins
NSE Coordinator
408 Hannibal Hamlin Hall
581-1297
Office Hours(Spring Semester)
Monday - Thursday 8:00 - 11:00 a.m.
Monday, Tuesday & Thursday 1:30 - 4:30 p.m.

NOW THERE'S
A BETTER WAY
TO PORTLAND
AND BOSTON.
CONCORD TRAILWAYS
NOW SERVES THE
UNIVERSITY OF MAINE!
UNIV. of MAINE—BANGOR, ME—PORTLAND, ME—BOSTON, MA—LOGAN AIRPORT, MA

Lv Orono, ME (Univ. of Me.)
Lv Bangor
Arr Portland
Air Boston, MA
An Logan Airport, MA

Daily
__—
7:15 am
9:25 am
11:25 am
11:45 am

Daily
pa 10:45 am
co 11:15 am
1:25 pm
3:25 pm
3:45 pm

Dally
--3:15 pm
5:25 pm
7:25 pm
7:45 pm

Friday
and
Sunday
2:45 pm
3:15 pm
5:25 pm
7:25 pm
7:45 pm

Friday
and
Sunday
7:30 pm
9:40 pm
11:40 pm
———

LOGAN AIRPORT MA—BOSTON, MA—PORTLAND, ME—BANGOR, ME—UNIV.OF MAINE
Friday
Monday
and
and
Sunday
Saturday
Daily , Sunday
Only
Daily
Daily
9:15 am
4:30 pm — — —
9:15 am 12:45 pm 4:30 pm
Lv Logan Airport, MA
10:00 am 10:00 am
6:15 pm 12:30 am
2:15 pm 6:15 pm
Lv Boston, MA
12:01 pm 12:01 pm
8:15-pm 2:25 am
4:15 pm 8:15 pm
Lv Portland, ME
2:15 pm m2:15 pm n 6:30 pm 10:30 pm ioi 10:30,pm 4:45 am
An Bangor, ME
Arr Orono, ME (Univ. of Me.) --- co) 2:45 pm io) 7:00 pm --- co) 10:50 pm_ — — —
(X)—No Local passengers wig be carded, whose ENTIRE trip, is between Orono & Bangor, Ma.
(D)—Discharge Passengers only.

WHY WOULD ANYONE DRIVE?

CONCORD TRAILWAYS
1 —800-639-51 50
(7AM-6:30PM)
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•Batter up

Students flip over flapjacks in the Union
Mardi Gras, only it's not a week long," he
said.
Staff Writer
Shrove Tuesday festivities in England and
The Memorial Union was filled with the Ireland often include pancake feasts and pansmell of pancakes sizzling on the griddle cake races.
In Buckinghamshire, England, women
yesterday as the Commuter Services office
over the age of 16 don the traditional houseobserved National Pancake Week.
"Wejust wanted to do something for the wives' garb, including the apron and headstudents," Tracy O'Connell,an employee in covering,and race through the village carrythe Commuter Services office, said. "We ing a griddle and flipping pancakes as they
want students to get to know us and the go. The winner receives a kiss from the
services that we offer. We're trying to be a ringer of the pancake bell. Religious serviclittle more visible and let the students know es follow the celebration.
A companion race is also held in Liberal,
Kansas.
Rand added thatanIrish studenthad stopped
by to enjoy some pancakes and expressed surprise that people in America observed the day.
Rand said they had approximately 20
pounds of pancake mix on hand, as well as
a gallon of syrup, in anticipation of crowds
of hungry students. By 11 a.m., almost half
of the supply was gone.
"Everybody seems to appreciate the pancakes. We're kind of in a lull right now,but
that we're here."
it's almost lunch time and we'll probably be
Associate Dean ofStudent Activities and busy soon," he said.
Organizations Dave Rand said yesterday was
Christina Malitz, of Orono, was among
Shrove Tuesday, and eating pancakes is a those enjoying the free flapjacks.
traditional way of marking the day.
"I love pancakes,"she said as she poured
"Shrove Tuesday is the day before Ash maple syrup over a steaming stack.
Wednesday, which is the beginning ofLent.
"Every student loves free food,"
It's the last day before you have to give up O'Connell said.
something pleasurable for the 40 days. It's
really kind of an Irish thing, sort of the Irish

By F. J. Gallagher

"We just wanted to
do something for
the students"
—Tracey O'Connell

IN THE ARMY,
NURSES AREN'T JUST IN DEMAND.
THEY'RE IN COMMAND.

Double Caramel

Nut Fudge
Cappuccino 99c
with coupon

14814 P.009Mr.

Any nurse who just wants a job can

Coffee Traders

find one. But if you're a nurs-

153 Park St., Orono
rf
i ocil at Orono Thriftway Plaza

An off-campus coffee housejava shack
I.

Tracey O'Connell serves pancakes in celebration of National Pancake Week.
Bill Kennedy of Student Services takes advantage of the free pancakes
provided by counter services. (Boyd photo.)

with your level of experience. As
an Army officer, you'll command the

ing student who wants to be in

respect you deserve. And with the added

command of your own career, consider

benefits only the Army can offer—a $5000

the Army Nurse Corps. You'll be treated as

signing bonus, housing allowances and 4

a competent professional, given your own

weeks paid vacation—you'll be well in com-

patients and responsibilities commensurate

mand of your life. Call 1-800-USA ARMY.

ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.

alp Today is Ash Wednesday
Ash Wednesday

Weekday Mass

"Lent"means spring, which means it is time for new life to appear. God's Covenant is constant.
Lent is yet another opportunity for all to respond again to God's offer of a deeper life.
Sunday Masses
9:05 am Mass with distribution of ashes at the
9:30 am at the Newman Center.
Newman Center.
11:15 am at the Memorial Union.
12:05 am Ecumenical Service with distribution
6:15 pm at the Newman Center.
Stations of the Cross
of ashes, at the Lown Room, Memorial Union.
6:15 am Mass with distribution of ashes at the
4:45 pm Fridays at the Newman Center.
Newman Center.
Lenten Prayer Service
7:30 pm Thursdays at the Newman Center.
5:30 pm Monday-Wednesday-Friday at the
Newman Center.
Sacrament of Reconciliation
12:05 pm Tuesday-Thursday Drummond
5:30 pm Sundays or by appointment (866-2155).
Chapel,at the Memorial Union.
7:00pm Reconciliation Service Monday March 28.
Noon Saturday at the Newman Center.
Additional times for confessions during Holy Week.
Ash Wednesday and Good Friday are the two days offast and abstinence(no meat)in this diocese.
In addition, all the Fridays ofLent are days ofabstinencefrom meat.
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•Nynex

•Mardi Gras

High court rejects claim Revelers ready for
of discriminatory rates
biggest Mardi Gras bash
PORTLAND, Maine (AP) — An independent phone company's claim ofdiscriminatory toll rates charged by England Telephone was rejected Tuesday by the state's
highest court.
The Maine Supreme Judicial Court denied an appeal by Pine Tree Telephone Co.,
which serves 5,000 customers in Gray and
New Gloucester.
The unanimous ruling upheld a decision
ofthe state Public Utilities Commission that
failed to establish discrimination on the part
of NET, now known as Nynex.
Pine Tree and several of its customers
had complained of injury arising from the

independent utility's small local calling area
and high toll rates charged by NET.
Pine Tree maintained that NET set its
toll rates well above cost to subsidize large
local calling areas for its customers, a benefit that independent phone companies did
not share.
The supreme court found no evidence
that NET had excessive earnings on toll
calls.
Noting that Pine Tree fixes the size of its
local calling area, the justices also rejected
the argument that the different size of the
local calling areas was evidence of discrimination.

Lube, Oil,
Filter
Only for UMaine Students.

bangor tire company

NEW ORLEANS (AP) — Moderation? Forget it. Mardi Gras means madness in the French Quarter.
Louisiana's French Catholics — and
hundreds of thousands of tourists —
jammed streets Monday night,dancing to
the jazz of rolling bands and screaming
for beads and trinkets tossed by float
riders.
"This is the wildest thing I've ever
done, but the happiest," said Jeannie
Drake,an accountantfrom Oklahoma City
who has partied with her husband since
Saturday.
More than 1 million celebrants were
expected back at the French Quarter for
Fat Tuesday, when the biggest, most extravagant parades roll and people fill up at
cookouts and revel in other assorted debaucheries.
The city's Carnival parties began Jan.

6, building toward today's frenzy, the
final fling before Lent.
Some revelers already were zonked,
stretching out Monday on the grassy banks
of the Mississippi River. Jazz groups
played and members ofZulu,the predominately black Carnival group,mingled with
the crowd.
"That's the tourists sleeping all around
here," said John Nelson, a Mardi Gras
veteran.
"The natives understand how to pace
themselves.The big time's still to come,"
he said.
On Monday night,crooner Harry Connick Jr. led his huge new Orpheus parade,
featuring 25 floats saluting Cajun, jazz,
zydeco and swing music. NBC's "TonightShow" band leader Branford Marsalis, Little Richard and Vanessa Williams
were the celebrity royalty on board.

TV News Journalists!
Know What News Directors Are Looking For? We Do!
Let Us Put You Ahead Of The Pack For That Job

35 Market Street, Bangor

r
L

945-6431
•Change oil up to 5 quarts• • New Filter •
• Most cars and trucks•

.MARKETINGWORKS
"Together, we will put your best-selfforward"

Call/Write: CJ Feger
18 Lisa Drive, Ste B,
Nashua, NH 03062
603/888-6788

Expires: 2-28-94

Seniors & Graduate Students:
Do you need to find a job after graduation?
The Career Center has many companies and organizations
coming to campus to interview and hire students for permanent
jobs after graduation. We urge you to bring your resume to the
Career Center, 3rd floor, Chadbourne Hall, and sign up for these
interviews as soon as possible. There are still interview slots
available on a first-come, first-served basis. Most of these
employers have training programs and are willing to
interview all interested students, regardless of major.
DON"T DELAY!
The following employers are planning on-campus interviews IF
THERE IS SUFFICIENT STUDENT INTEREST...SIGN UP TODAY! Call
581-1359 for details.
Week of February 28-March 4:
Interviewing this week,
Farm Credit Banks of Springfield
February 14-18:
Foot Locker
Nichols Portland
Bath Iron Works
Key Bank of Maine
Consumer Value Stores (CVS)
Hannaford Brothers
Week of March 21:
UNUM/Marketing Sales
U.S. Naval Undersea Warfare Center
UNUM/Underwriting
Liberty Mutual/Information Systems
Andritz Sprout-Bauer
PSS Inc. (Physicians Sales & Service)

Week of February 21-25:
Meldisco
Russell Stover Candies
Service Merchandise Inc.
Ames Department Stores
Enterprise Rent-A-Car
MBNA America

Week of March 28:
Morrison Geotechnical Engineering
(summer)
MBNA America
Maine Bureau of Taxation
Carlton Cards
Dead River Co.
Osmose Wood Preserving Co.
Boy Scouts of America

Help Wanted
Artist(s)/cartoonist(s) and
writers needed. Smart, semi—
political newpaper seeks same
type persons. Need everything
from simple filler graphics to
world—changing cartoons.
Please contact Amy Rice at
581-1840.
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•Layoffs

Quit smoking

Shipyard looks to reorganization
KITTERY, Maine (AP) — The Navy
would be better offreorganizing Portsmouth
Naval Shipyard instead of simply laying off
workers as it makes the submarine repair
yard smaller, a former commander said.
"If he has to come down in size, I hope
the shipyard commander is given the authorization to make the necessary organizational changes," William McDonough, who
now heads a lobbying group created to keep
the yard open, said.
McDonough's remarks followed the
Navy's announcementFriday that it plans to
lay off between 700 and 900 workers at the
yard,depending on how many acceptincentives to leave through early retirement or
resignation.
He said he assumed that with its layoff
announcement, the Navy hopes to increase
the number of people accepting the incentives to leave voluntarily now rather than get
pink slips later in the year.
The yard is again seeking candidates for
early retirement after only 144 of a possible
940 people agreed to the incentives late last
year.
"The climate outside the shipyard forjobs
is not a big enticement for people to take early

retirement and go out and look for another
job," McDonough said, noting the weak response to the early retirement incentives.
The shipyard, which sits on an island in
the Piscataqua River between Maine and
New Hampshire, has a work force of about
5,000,roughly half of what it was five years
ago.
The shipyard said it needed to cut back
because of continuing cuts in the Navy and
the ongoing decommissioning of ships and
submarines.
McDonough said the yard has several
departments that do similar work. For example, there's a Quality Assurance Department, as well as a Nuclear Quality Assurance Department; an Engineering and Planning Department,as well as a Nuclear Engineering and Planning Department; and a
department that oversees worker safety, as
well as one that looks to follow the Occupational Safety and Health Act.
"I'm not saying that these functions
don't have to be fulfilled, but you don't have
to have separate organizations," McDonough, said.
McDonough oversaw the shipyard from
1974 to 1979, a time of growth.

SOCIALIST AND MARXIST LUNCHEON STUDIES
LUNCHEON SERIES
(CONTROVERSY SERIES)
SPRING 1994
THURSDAYS
12:20-1:30 P.M.
Bangor Lounge
Memorial Union
University of Maine

cern over perceived increases ofsmoking
and tobacco use among high school and
college-age students. She said Student
Health and Prevention services has had
many requests for such a program since it
sponsored the Great American Smokeout
at UMaine during the fall semester.
According to the American Cancer
Society,lung cancer is the biggest killer
among all types ofcancers today. Price
said it's hard for college-age smokers to
relate that statistic to themselves.
"There's a feeling of immortality,"
Price said."These are fairly new smokers. They feel like they can quit anytime
so they're not motivated to do it."
"We need to make a major effort to
raise awareness," Price said.
Admission to the program costs$10.
Price said she's found that paying for
the program reinforces the commitment
among participants, and she said commitment is very important.

Great Values at

Rose

Feb.17 Is the Government of the U.S. Illegitimate?

For additional information,contact Prof. Douglas Allen, Coordinator, Marxist-Socialist Studies, The Maples, University of Maine,
Orono, Maine, 04469. Phone (207)581-3860

449
'
9%0
vre°*
Bahamas
Cancun
Daytona

"We don't want people who are here
under coercion from their boyfriend or
girlfriend, because they'rejust going to
fail," Price said."People need to make
the decision themselves and they need
to be ready."
To help with a general lack ofeducation on the subject, Henry plans to distribute information on smoking including details on the rights ofsmokers and
non-smokers.
Price said the program also addresses addiction to chewing tobacco, which
is in some ways more serious due to the
high concentration of nicotine.
The first session met on Feb. 7 and
sessions will continue to meet until
March 2, Price said. Attendance has
been low and she encourages more
smokers to join at any time.
"If they're not sure if they're ready
to quit and theyjust want to sort that out
they can still come," she said.

There's nothing wrong with being a
good fisherman.

the S4' •
/>'?9
Incte

Bike

\do°

Professor Peter G. Brown, Director, Environmental Policy Programs,
School of Public Affairs, University of Maryland

Sponsored by the Marxist-Socialist Studies Interdisciplinary Concentration. Co-sponsored by the Mainc Peace Action Comm.
(MEAC)and the Memorial Union, and with the gcncrous support of the Memorial Union and the College of Arts and Humanities.
(Speakers do not necessarily present socialist or Marxist viewpoints.)

from page 1

.ciss;• Mountain Bikes
Trek 820 - $315.00 GT Outpost - $295.00
- $345.00
Trek 830 - $365.00 GT Talera
Trek 850 -$420.00 GT Timberline- $419.00
9 Pine Street
Orono, Me
866-3525

Offer expires Feb. 28, 1994

Hours: T,W,TH,F
10:00-5:00
SAT 9-4
Closed SUN, MON

from only:

$359!
$359!
$129!

Also: South Padre, Jamaica, & Panama City!

We can package your orders to go.
Open breakfast, lunch, dinner.

725 EiNstori9 Boston MA 02116

Call your on-campus representative today!
Scott St. Clair 581-8169
or 800-328-SAVE

*Special Offer: Send in a copy of your
UMaine ID and receive a $20 discount!*
Don't wait! Space

$1.00 Off $2.00 Off

is limited!

AN flights to Cancun, Nassau and South Padre are pubic charters. The charter operator is R&R Internationall, Inc.(1388 Twice a
Weak Student Travel:11bn direct air carriers ars Capitol Air Express and Express Ons An operator pertidpere contract is
required.Prior do not include departure taxes of $28.38.Passenger facilties charges of S3 are not included.Prices are capaci'y AN payments —_mad.directly to our National Bank of Royal Oak escrow account
ty sontrolled and sub**to _---

America's Best Spring Break Vacations! L.

any Check of $5
or more.

any Check of $10
or more.

Expires 3/4/94

Expires 3/4/94

No double discounts.

No double discounts.
NJ
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•Drug gangs

Maine police dispute report ofDominican control in drug trade
BOSTON(AP)— Police in Maine's two
largest cities denied that immigrants from
the Dominican Republic have seized control of street sales of cocaine and heroin in
their communities.
Officials in Portland and Lewiston acknowledged that Dominican drug dealers
tried to move into the two cities within the
past several years but said they failed to gain
a foothold.
"We pretty much nipped it in the bud.
We hit them hard and hit them heavy,"
Lewiston Police Chief Larry Gilbert, said.
Arthur Shaughnessy, supervisor of the
narcotics unit in the Portland Police Department, said the ability of investigators to
obtain information from informants about
Dominican dealers was a key to the success
in driving them away.

Gilbert and Shaughnessy responded to including killings, to seize control of street
reports of Dominican inroads in the drug sales from other Hispanics and whites and
trade in New England's smaller cities, with moved into smaller cities and towns where
Portland and Lewiston among those men- customers were plentiful and police were
not, authorities said.
tioned.
The drugs come from New York City to
"The Dominicans are the major players
in New England," Assistant U.S. Attorney Lowell and Lawrence, New Bedford and
Fall River,Framingham and Holyoke,south
William Sinnott told The Boston Globe.
"They control the majority ofthe street- to Rhode Island, and north to Manchester,
level operations in places like Portland, N.H., and Portland and Lewiston in Maine.
Shaughnessy said the Dominicans sought
Manchester,Lawrence,Lowell, all the way
to Rhode Island,in Framingham,and a large to enter the Portland market about two years
ago, relying on price-cutting as well as on
part of Boston," he said.
"They are in the ascendancy," said Car- violence and intimidation.
But he said drug agents worked with
lo Boccia, head of the Drug Enforcement
Administration for New England. "These informants and individuals nabbed in drug
things are cyclical, butthe Dominicans right cases to move in on the Dominicans.
"When the Dominicans try to come in,
now are clearly on top."
Dominican drug gangs used violence, because they're from out oftown,there's no

For just a few bucks,
we can solve your jock itch.
Let's say
there's a sport
you're just
itching to get
into. But
you're not sure
you'll like it.
We'd suggest a
trip to Play It
Again Sports.
We sell quality

used sports
equipment at a
fraction of the
price of new. So
come in and
check out the
selection. We'll
get you into a
Sports Equipment That's Used. But Not Used Up. sport, without
Hours
getting you into a
Twin City Plaza,
M-F 10-7 major investment.
Brewer PLAY IT nenin Sat 9-5
Sun 12-5
989-8350

local loyalty. They're usually the first people that the local drug dealers give up," said
Shaughnessy,who also supervises the Cumberland County office of the Maine Drug
Enforcement Agency.
"They have since been eradicated," he
said."Ourintelligence sources tell us they've
moved into the Manchester area and into
Vermont.
Gilbert said Dominicans tried to move
into his city three or four years ago after
police broke up an organized ring that a large
share ofican drug gangs paralleled the rise in
the number ofimmigrants from the Dominican Republic,the Globe reported after interviewing law enforcement authorities, community leaders and some drug dealers.
Most of the immigrants are hard-working and have nothing to do with drugs.

Why wait for your federal
income tax refund?
-1/(1,
es,
rid
ia.
almw
R
Available whether we prepare
your return or not.
Call local office for
available hours.

HaR BLoc

SPORTS

Bangor
(new location)
15 Perkins St.
Corner of Hammond and Perkins
Across from Napoli Pius

947-0333

University of Maine
Graduate Assistant Resident Director
The Graduate Assistant Resident Director is
the primary community developer for a
residential unit and works to promote a living/
learning environment which enhances the
educational experience of its residents and
promotes diversity, responsibility and student
involvement. Duties include: student
development, administration, staff supervision
and training, and building management.
Individuals with residence hall or closely
related experience are especially encouraged to
apply. Admission to a University of Maine
graduate program and an on-campus interview
are required. The assistantship provides a
$5,500 academic year stipend, a furnished
apartment and meals during the academic year,
and an 18 credit hour tuition waiver. Interested
candidates should send a current resume, letter
of interest and three letters of reference to:
Resident Director Search
Attn. Damian McCabe
Asst. to the Area Director
5772 South Campus Office
Orono, Maine 04469-5772

Return to
Thursday Night
At The Den
••••••••••••••• •••• •••• ••••••• •••••

Thursday,Feb.17

MAPLE

noTnEns
9pm-lam
BEARS DEN
Open to students of all ages.
Stay on campus.
NO COVER CHARGE!
Brought to you by
ROC,TUB, CFPFC.
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The Psychology behind
the Citibank ClassicVisa card:The
emotional security of the Photocard,now with No Annual Fee.
The Citibank Classic Visa instills in students feelings of safety, security, and general
wellness not unlike those experienced in the womb. Therefore, it is the mother of all
credit cards. 11 Some experts attribute these feelings to the Citibank Photocard, the
first credit card with your photo on it. A voice inside says, "This
is me, really me." (As opposed to, "Who the heck is that?"—a
common response to the photo on one's Student ID.) It's an
Subject sufferingfrom
Credit Card Theft Nervosa.

immediate form of ID, a boost to your self-image. (li Of course if
your card is ever lost or stolen and a stranger is prevented from

The Monarch® NotesVersion:

using it, you'll feel exceptionally good (showing no signs of Credit

The Citibank Classic card
gives students no annual fee,

Card Theft Nervosa). 91 Other experts point to other services, such

peace of mind, protection
as The Lost Wallet"' Service that can replace your card usually
Subject(dier receiving Citibank
C1cssic Visa Photocard.

against Freud—or rather fraud

within 24 hours. Or the 24-Hour Customer Service line, your

—and a low rate. Apply today.

hotline if you will, for any card-related anxiety whatsoever. ¶ Further analysis reveals

Call 1-800-CITIBANK

three services that protect the services you make on the Citibank Classic Visa card,

(1-800-248-4226), ext. 19.

at no additional cost. 1. Buyers Security- can cover them against accidental damage,
fire or theft, for 90 days from the date of purchase' (preventing, of course, Insecurity).
2. Citibank Lifetime Warranty- allows one to extend the warranty for the expected
service life of eligible products up to 12 years.' 3. And Citibank Price Protection
assures you of the best price. You need only see the same item advertised in print for
less, within 60 days, and Citibank will refund the difference up to $150'(hence'no Post
Purchase Depression). 91 Special student savings are particularly therapeutic. For example,
you can receive a $20 Airfare Discount'on any domestic flight. (Case studies indicate
that a Fear of Flying is overcome when Spring Break in sunny Florida is a possibility.)
Not to mention savings on mail order purchases, sports equipment, magazines and
music; a low variable interest rate4 of 15.4% and No Annual Fee.91Suffice it to say, you'll
have a credit card you can depend on while building a credit card history. So, call
1-800-CITIBANK (1-800-248-4226), extension 19, to apply over the phone (students
don't need a job or cosigner) or to have your
photo added to your Citibank Classic Visa
card. 91 If we say that a sense of Identity
is the first component of the Citibank
Classic Visa card, a sense of Security
the second, and a sense of Autonomous
Will from your newfound financial independence the third, don't be crazy...Call.

Notjust Visa. Citibank Visa.

'Certain conditions and exclusions apply. Please refer to your Summary of Additional Program Information. Buyers Security is underwritten by
The Zurich International UK Limited. 'Certain restrictions and limitations apply. Underwritten by the New Hampshire Insurance Company.
Service life expectancy varies by product and is at least the minimum based on retail industry data. Details of coverage are available in your
Summary of Additional Program Information. 'Offer expires 6/30/94. Minimum ticket purchase price is $100. Rebates are for Citibank student
cardmembers on tickets issued by ISE Flights only. The Annual Percentage Rate for purchases is 15.4% as of 1/94 and may vary quarterly. The
Annual Percentage Ratefor cash advances is 19.8%. If a finance charge is imposed,the minimum is 50 cents.There is an additional finance charge
for each cash advance transaction equal to 2% of the amount of each cash advance transaction; however, it will not be less than $2.00 or greater
than $10.00. Monarch'' Notes are published by Monarch Press, a division of Simon & Schuster. a Paramount Communications Company. Used by
permission of the publisher. Citibank credit cards are issued by Citibank (South Dakota), N.A. ©1994 Citibank (South Dakota), N.A. Member FDIC.
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Editoriatrage
•Column

The eyes ofjustice
Mike McLaughlin

Take a moment as you read this column and imagine a man
coming up behind you. The man has a strange face and strange
clothes and as he walks toward you his sullen eyes peer into
the back of your head. When the dark figure reaches you he
pulls out a pistol from within his jacket.
As you feel the barrel of the cold pistol rest against the back of your head, you
feel your heart pound rapidly against the front of your chest. You see your skin
turn a flush pale color as the cold sweat escapes from your pores. The end of the
gun continues to be pressed firmly against your head and you begin to realize
that the click from a trigger may be the last sound you hear.
As the shrills of your pleading voice echo through the air, they are suddenly
silenced when the fatal click is heard. Due to the unknown reasons of an
unknown man, the remainder of your life will only last as long as it takes the
bullet to travel the short distance within the barrel of the gun.
But what if in the midst of the bullet's travels you were given a choice?
What if you could determine the fate of the man who had determined your
•A baseball pitch
fate?
Unfortunately the point made by asking this question is a moot one because
victims of murderers do not have the opportunity to sit on a jury. They only have
the opportunity to attend their own funerals.
Instead, the fate of killers are put in the hands of others.
It may not feel like it now,but spring
These others make up a judiciary system in which murderers are found innocent by reasons of insanity or receive lesser sentences for admitting their guilt. is just around the corner and so is baseThis is a judiciary system in which the punishment does not match the crime.
ball's annual ritual: spring training.
People have long debated the effectiveness of sentencing those found guilty
Pitchers are pitching, catchers are
of murder to death themselves. Many say that "two wrongs don't make a right."
catching
and Michael Jordan is trying to
However, what does make things "right" when a person's life has been brutally
hit the curveball. It is a time of hope, a
ended?
It certainly does not seem right for a convicted killer to receive psychiatric time when every team has a chance to
help in order give him a second chance. How many chances did his victim get? win it all, if only in the eyes of its memIt also does not seem right to make taxpayers carry the costs of keeping bers.
killers alive and well in prison. How many costs to the victim's family are
It is common knowledge by now that
covered by taxpayers?
The crime rate in this country is much too high and it's time that we realized Maine will have its own professional
we have to heighten the reality of punishment in order to decrease this crime baseball team this year in Portland.
rate. It's tough to tell people that crime doesn't pay when we are in fact literally Known as the Sea Dogs,the team will be
paying the criminals' bills.
at the AA level and affiliated with the
In the United States today many people live in fear. They fear being attacked
Florida
Marlins organization.
as they walk to their car and they fear being shot as they eat dinner in a public
The
Sea Dogs organization has alplace with their family.
President Clinton believes that by putting thousands of additional police ready begun a promotional campaign,
officers on the streets we can alleviate this fear. This will most likely put a dent sending players the length and breadth of
in the crime rate, but law enforcement is obviously not the only factor to the state in
an effort to construct a solid
consider. It's time to make potential criminals carry the fear.
It is hard for most people to imagine looking into the eyes of death and it's •Olympic support
hard to imagine what kind of torture victims of murderers go through when they
know they are about to die.
This torture should, however, be a reality to those who create it.
Mike McLaughlin is a seniorjournalism majorfrom East Corinth, Maine.

Publicityfor the Sea Dogs
base of fans. Perhaps some exhibition
games would work well toward this end.
Why not have the Portland Sea Dogs
play the University ofMaine Black Bears?
UMaine has one of the finest collegiate
baseball programs in the nation,and they
could give the Sea Dogs quite a game,
perhaps more than they want.
Thecontestcould be held atthe Mansfield complex in Bangor. This facility
has been acknowledged as being ofAAA
caliber, and people would come from
miles around to see a game like that.
It would give the UMaine players a
chance to test themselves against professional players, and it would provide the
Sea Dogs with much needed publicity.
Most likely, it would also be a hell of a
game.(FJG)

Keep the dream infocus
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With the 1994 Winter Olympics in
full swing, it is a good time to reflect on
whatis taking place during the last halfof
this month.
There is a lot of pressure on the
athletes,this is something they have been
working for all of their lives,the"Olympic Dream." Although not everyone can
take home a medal,everyone who made
it there should be very proud.
For those who do not take home a
medal, part of the dream is still a reality,
they are there competing.
This year has had its problems, with
Nancy Kerrigan and Tonya Harding,just
as years in the past have had problems,
for example Ben Johnson from Canada
and steroid use. Now that both Kerrigan
and Harding are skating over in Lille-

hammer,Norway, we can only wait and
see what takes place next.
Hopefully, the concentration over
there is on the positive aspects of the
Olympics.
This is a time when athletes,fans and
mediafrom all over the world get together for a peaceful competition. A time
when thefocus is on the people who have
dedicated their lives to competing for
themselves and their country. It is a time
for pride.
Events take place that people are not
proud of, but even in the negativity, the
athletes are working hard. Everyone
should rememberthatthe Olympics stand
for many things,one being peaceful cornpetion. The athletes representing their
countries need support.(KJS)

•STVDENT•
WeeKLY CAENDaR
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"The F Word" Comes to UMaine
Performed in vaudevillian—style,"The F—Word" examines the current status of
feminism in America against the backdrop of women's history.
Sleeveless Theatre takes a satiric jab at the pundits
who claim that feminism is a dirty word.
Tuesday, February, 22,8:00 p.m. at 101 Neville Hall.

Wednesday, February 16
Women in the Curriculum Lunch Series• "Women in Eastern
Europe: First—Hand Accounts • Bangor Lounge,
Memorial Union • 12:15 p.m.
Study Skills Program • Note—taking with Jerry Ellis
• Totman Room, Memorial Union • 3:15 p.m.

Thursday, February 17
Socialist & Marxist Luncheon Series •"Is the Government of the
United States Illegitamate?"• Prof. Peter G. Brown,
University of Maryland • Bangor Lounge, Memorial Union
• 12:20 p.m.

James Newman, NASA Astronaut• Informal discussion and
question/answer session • Sponsored 12y the Society of
Women Engineers • All are welcome •153 Barrows Hall
• 2:30 p.m.
UMaine Men's Basketball• Vs Vermont• Alfond Arena • 7:30p.m.
Pavilion/Hauck Series•"Desperate Measures"• Call 1-1963 for
details • Pavilion Theatre • 8:00 p.m.• Free admission
with UMaine ID.
Live Saturday Night at the Ram's Horn • Memphis Soul Stew
•8:30 p.m.• $1 at door.

Spring Colloquium Series • "Teaching Enviromental Ethics"
• Prof. Peter G. Brown • Bangor Lounge, Memorial Union
•4:00 p.m.

Sunday, February 20

Taste of Home • Home—cooked meal • Wilson Center
• 5:30-6:30 p.m.• $2 donation.

Not at the Mall Film Series •"Sofie • Hauck Auditorium
• 3:30 and 7:00 p.m.• Tickets are $1.00 withUMaine ID.

Wildlife Society• Graduate students in wildlife will briefly present
research interests and possibly offer summer employment
positions•100 Nutting Hall •6:00 p.m.

Pavilion/Hauck Series• Richard '5 Cork Leg • Call 1-1963 for
details • F'avillion Theatre •2:00 p.m.• Free with
UMaine ID.

Peace and Justice Film Series•"Malcolm X: El Hajj Malik El
Shabbaz"• Discussion after the film • 101 Neville Hall
•7:00 p.m.• Free admission.

Monday. February 21

University Orchestra/Percussion Ensemble • Hutchin's Concert
Hall, MCA • 7:00 p.m.

Peace Talks•"Children as F'eacemakers—Children's International
Summer Villages"• With Kathy Schilmoeller • Bangor
Lounge, Memorial Union •12:15-1:30 p.m.

UMaine Women's Basketball• Vs Hartford • Alfond Arena
• 7:30 p.m.

Cribbage Workshop • With Scott Cormier• Rec Center across
from Bear's Den •7:00-9:00 p.m.• Free admission.

Pavilion/Hauck Series •"Desperate Measures"• Call 1-1963 for
details • Pavilion Theatre • 8:00 p.m.• Free admission
with UMaine ID.

Tuesday. February 22

Thursday Night Movie and Music at the Ram's Horn • 9:00 p.m.
• Free Admission.

Income Tax Preparation Assistance Program •Through the 25th
• Make appointments at Memorial Union Info desk.

Thursday Night at the Bear's Den • Live music •9:00 p.m.
• Free admission.

Healthspeak '94•"Health Risks of Drinking Water Contaminants"
• With Nicolas Houtman, Director, Water Resources
Program • Bangor Lounge, Memorial Union
•12:20-1:30 p.m.

Friday, February 18
International Meal and Program •"Let's go to Japan!"• Wilson
Center, 67 College Ave.• 5:30 p.m.
Movie •"Fatal Instinct"• Hauck Auditorium •6:50 & 9:15 p.m.
Pavilion/Hauck Series•"Richard 's Cork Leg"• Pavillion Theatre
• 8:00 p.m.• Free with UMaine ID.
The Ram's Horn Presents • Balance and Elderberry Jam
•8:30 p.m.•$2 at door.

Pi Mu Epsilon • Meeting to discuss the future on this campus
• If you are interested and cannot attend call 1-3908
•331 Neville Hall • 2:10 p.m.
Job Search Skills for International Students• Bangor Lounge,
Memorial Union • 3:00-4:00 p.m.
NT5 Topics• "Careers—A General Overview" with Laura Kestner,
Career Center • Nutter Lounge, Memorial Union •3:15 p.m.
Society of Women Engineers Meeting • All are welcome
• 210 Boardman Hall •6:00 p.m.

Saturday. February 19
Women's Healing Retreat• With Susan 5avell • Pre—registration
required • Call 866-4227for more info • Wilson Center
•10:00 a.m.— 4:00 p.m.

The F-Word • Examines the current status of feminism in America
against the backdrop of women's history•101 Neville Hall
•8:00 p.m.

Food
Soup Kitchen • Nightly vegetarian meals are served with salad,
fruit, yogurt, coffee, tea and juice • All you can eat
• Damn Yankee, Memorial Union • 5:00-6:30 p.m.•$4.25.
This week:
2-16: Kidney Dean Stew
2-17: Pizza
2-21: Pasta with White Sauce
2-22: Chili and Corn bread

Fernald Snack Bar• 13oth breakfast and lunch and express
specials are offered • For take out orders, call 1-1404
• Located in Fernald Hall for breakfast and lunch
• 7:00 a.m.— 2:00 p.m.-

Exhibits
"Migrant Within 2"• An Exhibit of Franco—American Visual
Artists Cu rated Ly Celeste Roberge • Through February
18•1938 Gallery, University of Maine Museum of Art,
Carnegie Hall • For more information call 581-3255
• Organized by the Danforth Gallery, Portland and Le
Centre Franco—Americain, Universite du Maine.

Inuit Images:"Their Life Through Their Art"• An exhibit of
contemporary Inuit prints and carvings, provides a look at
the changes in traditional life and the political, social and
economic issues which face Inuit people today• Through
March 13• Hudson Museum, Maine Center for the Arts
• For more information call 581-1901.

"Penobscot 13ay Scribes"• Scribework in artform • Hole in the
Wall Gallery • Located on the second floor of the Memorial
Union • Through February 16.

Religion
Daily Mass• Monday —Thursdays• Newman Center•4:45 p.m.
Sunday Masses • Newman Center•9:30 a.m. and 6:15 p.m.
• Memorial Union •11:15 p.m.

Intervarsity Christian Fellowship • Every Friday • 13angor
Lounge, Memorial Union • 7:00 p.m.
Campus Bible Study• Every Tuesday• 3rd floor chapel,
Memorial Union •7:00 p.m.

Confessions • 5:30 p.m. or by appointment.
Ecumenical Bible Study • with members from all four campus
ministries • Every Wednesday • Davis Room, Memorial
Union • 12:15-1:00 p.m.

Worship and Celebration • Every Sunday,followed by a light
supper• Open to all • Wilson Center • 5:00 p.m.

Feature Event:
University of Maine's Winter Carnival Weekend
February 1E3-20
Friday, February 18:
2pm

Mountain bike race on the Mall
Contact Tom at 866-4025

9-1pm

Mardi Gras Party at the Oronoka
Featuring Memphis Soul Stew
Contact Margaret at 866-2305

Tug of War on the Mall
Contact Jeff at 581-6505
or IZyari at 581-8645
6-10pm

prrr-fam
Saturday, February 19:
10am

Reg ace on the Mall
Maine bouN
Colii'a—
ct- Jeff at 581-1794

11am

Cross Country Ski Team Race in the Forest
Contact Chris at 581-2305

Her ion Mountain Skiing at Hermon Mt.
f3tises available for pick-up, drop-off
Contact Margaret at 866-2305
Bands at Wells Commons
Contact Heath at 581-1735

Sunday, February 20:
12pm

Snow Sculpture Judging
Contact Margaret at 866-2305
or Todd at 866-5771

WEEKLY MEETINGS
Wednesday

Sunday

Women's Center • Anyone interested in actively working on
feminist issues is welcome!• Peabody Lounge, Memorial
Union •12 Noon

UM Amateur Radio Club • In the basement of Merrill Hall
• 1:00 p.m.

Pre—Law Society • Peabody Lounge,Memorial Union.• 7:00 p.m.

Outright, Too • Support group for Gay/Lesbian/Bisexual or any
youth (ages 16-22) questioning their sexual identity
• For information call 255-7180.• F'eace and Justice
Center, Main Street, Bangor •6:00 p.m.

Maine Outing Club • Meeting, elections, and potluck • Damn
Yankee, Memorial Union •7:30 p.m.

Monday

Chess Club • FFA Room, Memorial Union • 6:30-11:00 p.m.

College Republicans • Call Gwyneth at 866-4748 for more info
• Bangor Lounge, Memorial Union •8:00 p.m.

Maine Council for Debate • Thompson Honors Center • 5:00 p.m.
University Democrats• For info call 866-4748• Bangor Lounge,
Memorial Union •6:00 p.m.

Thursday
Non—Traditional Students(NTS) Coffee Hour • Nutter Lounge,
Memorial Union.• 3:15 p.m.
East—West Campus Area Board • Woolley Room, DTAV • All are
welcome • 6:00 p.m.

University of Maine Green Party.• Everyone welcome • If you
have questions, call Ben M. at 1-6555 or Ben C. at
827-4981 • Sutton Lounge, Memorial Union • 7:00 p.m
Maine Vocals • A non—profit organization dedicated to the
legalization of hemp • Sutton Lounge, Memorial Union
•5:00 p.m.

Circle K • Totman Koom, Memorial Union •6:50 p.m.
Wilde Stein • A gay, lesbian and bisexual club
• Sutton Louge, Memorial Union • Social hour
6:30-7:00 p.m • General meeting 7:00 p.m.
Cross—Country Ski Club Meeting • Davis Koom, Memorial Union
•6:30-7:30 p.m.
Yoga/ Meditation • With Debbie Davis • All students are welcome
• Wilson Center • 7:00-7:45 a.m.

Tuesday
Maine Peace Action Committee(MPAC)• Come work with
us on the issues • In the Maples • 4:00 p.m.
Student Environmental Action Coaltion (SEAC)• Make a
difference today • Totman Lounge • 5:00 p.m.
General Student Senate • All students welcome •107 New
Corbett•6:00 p.m

The Union 5oard • reabody Lounge, Memorial Union • 7:00 p.m.
The Maine Event• Skits, music, friendship, informative,
entertainment, and refreshments • Sponsored by the
Campus Crusade for Christ• For more information, call
Andy at 1-8529.• North Bangor Lounge, Memorial Union
•7:50 p.m.

UMaine Video Club • Maine Alliance of Student Movie Makers
•106E Lord Hall •7:00 p.m.
Lesbian/13isexual Support Group •101 Fernald Hall
• 7:00-9:00 p.m.
blade Society• All Furpose Room, Memorial Union
•7:00-9:00 p.m.

The Campus Crier is a service provided by ASAF Media Services for students at the University of
Maine. It is a student-run calendar listing information on artistic, educational and spiritual programs. It
offers free listings for all student-related events and activities. If you have something going on, take advantage of our services! Write the date, time, place, cost (if any), and a short description of the event. Also
attach your organization's name and number. Send all submissions or questions in the direction of Ryan
Leclerc, Coordinator, The Campus Crier, 16 Chadbourne Hall or call at 581-4359. The deadline is the
Friday before the listings appear.
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ResponsePage
•A lesson in health care reform

•Video Club

Opposing viewpoints provoke fear The show
To the Editor:
I took my 10-year-old son, Shane, to
hear the first lady speak at the 1994
Maine Forum on Health Care Reform on
the University of Maine campus on Monday Feb. 7. I thought it would be a good
civics lesson. It was!
Shortly after we sat down,a man came
over to where I was sitting and asked me
to go with him. I asked who he was. He
said he was Secret Service. I asked to
see identification. He pointed•to a tiny
lapel pin. I asked to see something more
official. He refused. Then a campus policeman joined him and also asked me to
go with them. They then asked if I was
going to create a disturbance, if I had a
gun, and they searched me. They even
searched by son Shane!
Shane and I had tickets, like everyone else. Why was I singled out for this
treatment? I am a full professor at the
university, and I have been here for 20
years. The only thing related to health
care reform that would single me out
from other faculty on campus is my visible opposition to abortion. Abortion
funding, through all nine months of preg-

•UMaine parking

The need for
lots ofnames
convinced ,that after Hillary
Rodham Clinton's visit this:campus
needs better namesthan the Steam Flant,
parking lot or field behind some building. We should have,a contest to nettle
parking lots afteritstes,,presiti,or‘
Maine citizens, We wouldn't need to
actually ‘.1)4t signs up, t'11.1t- wPrd,-0
mouth could spread thi:fignieg-1,;u4
or,they,could be put ,the next,ainPus'map.
Tom Wolford
Estabrooke Hall

nancy and for any reason, is included in
the Health Care Reform package, as President Clinton admitted to Ted Koppel on
ABC's Nightline recently.
Did the Secret Service contact university officials to ask if any potential
"troublemakers" might have requested
tickets, especially one who might by
packing a gun? If so, what university
official was contacted and what did he
or she tell the Secret Service about me?
I have never been convicted, or even
charged, with any violent activity and I
don't own a handgun. What is going on
here? Is this part of the campaign by
the abortion industry to demonize anyone who opposes abortion, as was done
to get Congressional passage of the
Freedom of Access to Clinic Entrances
Act(FACE) that violates First, Fourth,
and Eighth Amendment freedoms of
people who bear peaceful Christian witness to the sanctity of human life at
abortion facilities, as I have done? I
have repeatedly written the Maine Congressional delegation that FACE violated these Constitutional freedoms, yet
they all voted for it.
Did my letters to my own Congress-

To the Editor:
I am a member of the UMaine Video Club and I find it rather disheartening to see the club gaining a bad reputation. The Video Club, which was
formed last year, has had an extremely
difficult beginning. Financial and technical problems have set the club
and these setbacks arejust
back'
to
be straightened
beginning
Although "TheutSbow"is
the project
most seen by the campus other
projects were produced with help from
the Video Club andloothers are still in
Video Club ll
the works.I hope
bit
be able to continue on campus, forl
provides
w
a great opportunity for those
who take advantage of it.
Brett Wolfgram
Student

Low percentage offun on campus
To the Editor:
I would like to respond to The
Maine Campus Feb. 7 article by Laxmi
Vallury about how students don't need
to go far from class to have fun. I
found this article very amusing because this university sucks as far as
things to do for the average student.
The article mentions poetry readings, Women in the Curriculum and
the Socialist Marxist lunch series. This
is a school of approximately 12,000
students, and I will bet that not more
than 25 students (or 0.2%) attend these
events. So I can say that 0.2% of students need not go far from class to
find fun. This is an awful representation of the students' wants. We were
given a choice of bands that we would

Not good enough for some
On one of the talk radio stations, I
learned of a bill introduced by Sen. George
Mitchell to exempt the Congress and other
government officials from any health care
reforms that may be put in place in the
future. This would allow them to continue
receiving benefits and coverage under their
present comprehensive health care plan.
I must make it clear I am in the camp
that does not believe we, as a nation, have
a health care crisis, but rather a runaway

Terence J. Hughes
Professor of Geological and
Quaternary Studies

must go on

*Student attractions

•Exclusive health care

To the Editor:

men put me on an "enemies list" that
made them think I might shoot them if
they came to the University of Maine
campus. After all, hasn't the honorable
media in America characterized every
pro-life citizen as a potential assassin of
abortionists, even though there have been
no convictions and only two people ever
charged after 21 years of legalized abortion?
Or was my treatment merely the latest example of "ethical cleansing" of
college and university campi from any
opposition to abortion? Over the past
seven years, the University of Maine has
hosted visits from the most visible advocates of unrestricted abortion, and not
once inviting a speaker for the opposing
viewpoint. It has allowed the student
newspaper to print viscous lies about my
wife and me, while denying us a rebuttal, and campus officials have participated in a campaign to shut-down the
counselling center offering alternatives
to abortion in Orono.

insurance and health care cost crisis.
I find it ludicrous that a person in a
position such as Mitchell could propose
such a bill that basically says that whatever legislators devise as a national
health care plan will be good enough
for the public at large but not adequate
for legislators — even though they are
given the right to serve by that same
public.
Doug Schauf
Bangor

like have come to the campus two different years since I've been here. I
don't see the point of giving us a
choice when the university won't get
the bands anyway. We are only three
hours north of the University of New
Hampshire, and they are a same-sized
school. Last semester, they had Rage
Against the Machine and Cypress Hill
come, and we had no popular bands
come. It's not because we're too far
north or too small to have bands.
As far as the Bear's Den considered for a major source of entertainment, it is almost never considered as
a choice on a Thursday, Friday, or Saturday. The town of Orono has only
three places to go: Geddy's, Cheapo's,
or Margarita's for students. The Bear's
Den can't compete with these bars,

ROC has just spent $500 to have Mike
Green speak on alcohol and drugs. Our
money would be more wisely spent
having free beer at the Bear's Den one
day and having some entertainment.
Students need to find ways to relieve stress, and poetry readings won't
do it for most students. There used to
be parties near campus that we could
go to, but now the town has seen to it
that there are no parties by becoming
strict. Most students aren't harming
anyone by having a couple beers to
relieve stress because there is nothing
else to do here, and now we can't even
drink. I wish this school really did
consider the average student.
Dan Pilver
Senior

Send in your response
Letters to the Editor: The Maine
Campus Suite 7A, 5743 Lord Hall
Orono, ME 04469-5743
The Maine Campus reserves the right to edit
all submissions on the basis of length, taste and
libel.
Letters should be no longer than 250 words.
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Your Daily
Horoscope
By Patric Walker

Step up to the Mike

By Mike Smith
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Calvin and Hobbes

by Bill Watterson
04-y. 00P!...U1t ...HI, MRS. DENS
I WAS ‘J,OPING SUS\E. WOULD
AliSWER V.U,L1 MEAN,uM,
I'M SEWN() HUGE. SNoWBALLS.
WOULD VOU LIKE TO 'i3U`I ONE?

Calvin and Hobbes

KV 'PLAN A's"' ARE. GREAT,
LEAVE
BuT M`l "PUN
A LOT TO BE. DESIRED.

by Bill Watterson
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FoxTrot

by Bill Amend

WELL, I'VE eoNE THRoU6H
JASoN'S YEARBOOK FRoM
LAST YEAR AND I CAN'T
FIND A SiNeLE
eiRL NAMED
GRETCHEN.

OF CoURSE,THAT DOESN'T
MEAN SHE CouLDN'T BE
NEW THiS TEAR, op MAYBE
GRETcHEN IS A MIDDLE
NAME OR 50METHINg.

I SUPPoSE I COULD
CALL 'THE SCHOOL
AND HAVE THEM
CHECK THEIR
REcoRDS. WHAT
Do 100 THINK?

y

WHY DON'T You
AND
jUST ASK AScIII
HAVE HIM
WHO SHE IS?
THINK I'm

NoSEr.'

)))

•
2-I

FoxTrot
OH, I'M JUST
MOM,
FloUNDERINe
WHAT'S
IN ONE oF MY
wRoNe?
USUAL PARENTAL
\
,
,__1Th DILEMMAS.
,

1

'ft

by Bill Amend
UA5oN?./ ANYWAY, I'M
..
THIS IS DYING lb FIND oul UASoN AND
1a
USW./ MoRE ABOUT 145 ORETCHEN,
I ,..__," ^ eiRL,BuT I DON'T 51TTIN' IN
...KNOW. ..v-2
i 1_, DARE TELL HIM
THAT I -...
J
____)
f-----1
0
1 s
\-1----7

A FEW DA/5 AGo, I STUMBLED
ACRo55 A VALENTINES DAY
CARD THAT JASON HAD WRITTEN To SoME 6IRL AT HIS
5cHool NAMED GRETCHEN.
IT WAS, SHALL WE SAY, oF
P\ RoMANTIC NATURE.
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For Wednesday, February 16
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY:
Keep remembering the times you hit
rock-bottom — and how quickly you
managed to pick yourself up. You cannot be walked upon unless you are lying
on the floor.
ARIES (March 21-April 19): Your
attitude about a joint financial matter
seems to be creating a bit of a stir. But
on no account be swayed from following the path you know will lead to success.
TAURUS(April 20-May 20): A tugof-war appears to be in progress between
your personal needs and desires and your
professional or financial responsibilities.
There is no predicting the outcome.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20): Don't
allow minor disagreements to blow into
major disputes. The Sun at odds with
Pluto signifies that you can turn the most
explosive situation to your own advantage.
CANCER (June 21-July 22): You
are about to discover why those in power have been to obstructive lately. In
fact, what transpires soon should make
you aware that you plans are very much
on course.
LEO (July 23-August 22): Family
affairs have been in a state of flux or
turmoil recently. Partners and loved are
as fed up with the constant bickering as
you are, however. You should be able to
bury the hatchet.
VIRGO (August 23-September 22):
The Sun at odds with Pluto gives you
the chance to show how creative, dynamic and forceful you can be. Don't
waste time explaining. Go ahead and
implement your ideas.
LIBRA (September 23-October 22):
A Sun moves out of the sympathetic sign
of Aquarius on the 18th, so you have
just a few days left to make the most of
an artistic or creative endeavor.
SCORPIO (October 23-November
21): You're certainly not the sort to sit
around waiting for things to happen. But
as far as domestic and emotional relationships are concerned, you simply cannot afford to go overboard or blow your
top.
SAGITTARIUS (November 22-December 21): You have much more going for you now than you realize, personally and professionally. Important
changes must take place immediately if
you are to achieve the success you crave.
CAPRICORN (December 22-January 19): Maybe you were allowing matters to get out of hand. In any case, the
Sun may limit your options somewhat.
You cannot afford to do only so much to
do so much now.
AQUARIUS(January 20-February
18): Rarely have you been in such a
strong position to dictate terms and make
the most of your unique creative talents.
There are equally enticing opportunities
elsewhere.
PISCES(February 19-March 20): The
word that springs to mind when looking at
your solar chart is "power". You may now
have the courage to uproot and start again
in a completely different setting.
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Your Daily
Horoscope
By Patric Walker
Doonesbury

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

For Thursday, February 17
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY:
One emotional tie appears to be going
through a decisive phase and you may
well feel that your personal life has gone
haywire. Still, what the future holds will
be sell sign-posted in the coming weeks
and months.
ARIES(March 21-April 19): Pluto in
Scorpio certainly seems to be making partners act in strange ways. It's time to heal
rifts, even if it means agreeing to disagree.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): You
may be having a tough time, but only if
you continue to defy the winds of change.
A sudden development is likely to enable
you to paint on the broadest possible canvas.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20): Because
Mercury, your ruler, appears to be moving
backward through your solar chart, you
might have some difficulty getting your
message across.
CANCER(June 21-July 22): A showdown over finances is on the horizon. Don't
waste time trying to avoid the inevitable
— meet the challenge directly and be done
with it and get on with more important
things.
LEO (July 23-August 22): Don't be
tempted to exaggerate difficulties at home
or at work, because others will insist that
you substantiate your claims. Resist your
flair for the dramatic. Sincerity and modesty will work wonders.
VIRGO (August 23-September 22):
What seemed like a major setback is now
revealed as nothing of the sort. You know
that with tact you can make changes in the
intensely personal side of your life without upsetting loved ones.
LIBRA (September 23-October 22):
Life and soul of the party you may be, but
even Librans need time out to lick their
wounds and recharge their emotional batteries. Be sure that time spent alone is not
wasted by bemoaning the past.
SCORPIO (October 23-November
21): Refuse to have anything to do with
doubtful investments. You of all people
should know that there is no sure thing in
life. Don't trust others with your money.
SAGITTARIUS (November 22-December 21): You've been so weighed
down with your own problems that you ay
not have noticed that close companions
have been going through a tough time,
too.
CAPRICORN (December 22-January 19): You still appear to be caught up
in an ongoing partnership wrangle. A completely new set of planetary aspects is forming, and you are advised to make the most
of each opportunity.
AQUARIUS (January 20-February
18): No one doubts your courage or commitment to a worthy cause, but yesterday's conflicts must be put behind you.
Besides, it will become abundantly clear
over the next few days.
PISCES (February 19-March 20):
Continue to steer clear of any power struggle or intrigue, even if you are penalized
for sticking to your principles. You are
obviously in a tricky spot financially, but
a clear conscience is worth more than any
amount of money.

DID YOU KNOW THE PRE51DENT
ONCE SUMMONED ME TO(AMP
DAVID? HE REVEALED 70MEHIS
V1510N FOR THE IRANIAN INITIATIVE, AlVD THEN ME60TDOWN ON
THE FORE57 FLOOR'ANDPRAYW

OKAY, MAYEE
REAGAN AND
IHAVEHADA
FALI-INGOOT
I'M 5771.L.H15
5P/RITUAL HEIR!

THAT-'5 AN
AMAZING
5TORY,
COLONEL..

15 IT
TRUE?

THANKS

WELL,I
CAN'T RECALL,. IT
HAPPENED
50 LONG
A.

05%2,4
,

Doonesbu.ry

BY GARRY TRUDEAU
AMERICA HAS AC.WAY5 BEEN7HE PLACE
WHERE HARDENED
CRIMIALAL5,7HE5CUM
OFHUMANITY,600149
6ETA FRESH 5TART!

WHAT5
GREATABOUT THIS
COUN7RY, COLONELIT%A LAND OF
NEW BEGINNINGS.

YOUKNOW WHY
7HE WA1-514 REPORT15 BEING
IGNORED, MY
FRIEND? 13ECAU5E PEOPLE
HAVEMOVED
ON!1T5OVERI

OR 15 THAT
AU5TRAGIA?
YEAH, YEAH,
IM THINKING OF
AU5772A1-1A I

New York Times Daily Crossword
ACROSS

26 Cherub

Mill4

33 Coos' partner
34 Maintain
35 Word

II

59"March
Madness" org.
60 Energy source
61 N.R.A. symbol
associated with 62 Venetian strip
light bulbs
63 Flattop, of sorts
36 STOCK...
40 That, in Sonora 64 Hitler's architect
41 Part of HOMES 65 Gossips are all
this
42 Reagan
Attorney
General
DOWN
43 Coffeecake
topping
i "It's
!"
(wow!)
46 Mug
47 Turner or Cole
2 Foot problem
46 Kiddie talk?
3 Luncheon
49 BARREL...
follower
57 Pealed
4 Work
discussion
58 Double-check
the check
5 British taste
Tween
7 Torn and tide,
e.g.
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
8 The same,to
SLEEVE
Caesar
BADD I E
SHOPP I NGAROUND 9 Gaseous
BARGA I NBASEMENT 10 A nut for
OLEO
cooking
ABASE
OLD
HANSEL
DUPE 11 Novel set on
Tahiti
TESSERA
PAY
ORONO
MALONE 12 President
Fujimori's land
TELEMARKET I NG
13 Blue-pencil
TERESA
BALES
notation
ULM
RES
ART
21 Fort on the
BLAH G[IMLET
LOU
Oregon Trail
AREGO
SCAN
M I NUI NGTIDES TOR E 22 Craggy hill
25 French clerics
F ACTORYOUT LETS
26 With 27-Down,
ANOOSE
RESORT
ground level

Man has seven
5 Small groove
10 Trims the tree
14 Barbarian
15 Cut
swath
16"
Her on
Monday"(1942
hit)
17 Mercury or
Saturn
18 Treacherous
person
19 Computer
memory
20 LOCK..
23 Praise loudly
24 Giant's third
word
25 Fling

Corrections
To bring a correction to our attention, contact the Editor at 5811271 between the hours of 9 a.m.
and noon, or stop by the office in
the basement of Lord Hall.
UMW%

mil iiiimild
iliva ills
5

17

ill7

18

20

19 555

21

22
24

23111
25
33
36

4o
4.3

26

27

28

37

41111

50

39

32

II

1111

46

11111
Ill
5555
III
III

45Ill
48

51

52

Il57

sa
61

60111
63

34Ill
38

44

31

30

29

42

55

lUll

11

35

Sill
47

49

No. 1231

111

53

54

56

62
65

641111

55

59

111

Puzzle by Norman S. Wirer

27 See 26-Down
28 Use
29 Pool, in poetry
30 Movie shots
31 Items on hand
32 Western
34 Plot measure
37 Makes as good
as new
38 Plain People
39 Knee jerk, e.g.
44 Mystery

45 Mideast

nits.
46 It usually has a
garten in back
48 Dipper
49 Pull an
all-nighter
50 Odium

51 Years in Toledo
52 Gather

53 Knight's glove
54 Member of
59-Across
55 German river
56 Grub

Get answers to any three clues
by touch-tone phone: 1-900-4205656 (75C each minute).

Personal Astrology Consultations by Telephone
Call 1-900-726-3063 to talk 1-on-1 with a professional astrologer about your
personal concens — love and compatability, work, money, career,
relationships, family.
Not a tape or computer message! Astrologers are available seven days a
week, morning through evening, at a cost of $2.99 per minute, which is billed
to your telephone. The first minute is FREE.You must be 18 or older. Call
today — 1-900-726-3036.
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Town Council

from page 1

from page 1

The police services fee is implemented when police return to the same
apartment more than once during a
particular event.
The proposed ordinance also
would allow the code enforcement
officer to deny permits if the police
service fee is levied more than five
times per year.
"It's certainly within reason,"
Kempen said about the changes."Responsibility will rest not only on the
landlords."
Only one major change was made
to a proposed noise-control ordinance.
Devices such as lawn mowers and
snow blowers are now exempted from
the ordinance. All other machines and
devices can be operated between 8
a.m. and 8 p.m.
It was also announced that the
council, at its March meeting, will
set up a public hearing on both ordinances. Copies of each ordinance are
also available at the Orono town office.
In other council business,contracts
and raises were given to the town's
police force and the town manager.
The council approved the contracts
for police dispatchers and the police
force (except the police chief and a
captain, who have separate contracts)
by another unanimous vote, after an

executive session to negotiate the settlement.
The contracts provide raises of
3.25 percent for the police officers
and dispatchers, who are represented
by the Teamsters Local NO.340.The
raises are retroactive to July 1, 1993,
and are scheduled for the 1993-94
and 1994-95 fiscal years.
After one year on the job,Kempen
also received a raise of 3.25 percent
in his weekly salary, bumping him
from about $923 to approximately
$950 in gross pay.
"I wish we could give you the
moon," Councilor Beverly Styrna
said to Kempen after the council's
executive session evaluation.
The council approved an incentive system for town employees who
take off two or fewer sick days
through Dec. 31. A $5,000 pot was
established, to be shared among all
employees who qualify. Another
$3,000 will be added to the pot, with
$1 deducted for every sick day used.
The extra money, Kempen said, was
proposed for those employees who
may miss days due to extenuating
circumstances.
"We'll know in December if this
works," Kempen said."If there isn't
net positive savings to the town, we
won't try it again."

7 OAK STREET
ORONO,MAINE 04473

lABNA
MARKETING
SYSTEMS"

senators in favor of the override and 12
against.
Senator Virginia McIntosh, sponsor of
the original resolution two weeks ago, was
shocked by the outcome.
"There is nothing wrong with changing
your vote, for we live in a democratic society," McIntosh said. "But I would be so
forward to say that there is something wrong
with a senate that is not all-inclusive, communicable and honest."
McIntosh was surprised when she found
out Friday that senator Aaron Burns,an original co-sponsor of her resolution, planned to
veto her resolution in the cabinet meeting.
Burns responded that he had been in favor
of observing King's birthday, but not all
federal holidays. He said that he had not
originally considered that observing these
holidays could extend the school year, which
might conflict with student's summer jobs
and the beginning of spring term.
"I think the senate made a mistake,"Burns
said.
On-Campus senator Vinnie Daigle said
that an extended school year could cause
Campus Living to raise costs for students
living on campus.
Worster said that shutting down classes
would be especially detrimental to students
who would miss labs or night classes. Both

Health Care Forum

from page 1

Edgecomb said, was built to accommodate providing access for the emergency parking
Mrs. Clinton and others on the main stage. lot there.
Taylor Rental, a Brewer rental business,
Virtually all law enforcement agencies
provided much material needed as changes in the area, including those at UMaine,
to the site were made.
Orono,Old Town,and the Penobscot Coun"They supplied supporting pipes and blue ty Sheriff's Department, were present in
draperies,"he said.
some form or another, working with the
Meanwhile, parking lots still needed at- Secret Service. As a result, overtime pay
tending,particularly the Steam Plant lot and was also incurred.
the lot by Alfond.
All in all, it was an experience that no
"The way it stood, with a stream of one will soon forget.
activity,those lots had to be plowed off," he
"It was exhaustive, massive and chalsaid. In addition, crews also plowed an area lenging to the committee and all involved,"
near the practice football field, while also Edgecomb said.

Wadleigh's 827-5504

Career Opportunity
with MBNA

750 Stillwater Ave., Old Town, ME
Movie Passes
12 for $12, 25 for $20

Sun, Mon & Thurs:

MBNA Marketing Systems, a subsidiary of MBNA America, a Fortune Service 500 company, is seeking
qualified individuals to serve as Customer Advocates. Successful candidates for these positions will be
responsible for providing Customers with special assistance in meeting their financial obligations.
Candidates must be self-motivated, be results-oriented, and possess strong communication skills.
Above all, candidates must genuinely like people and want to assist them.
MBNA rewards commitment to excellence with superior opportunities for personal and professional
growth. We offer competitive salaries, attractive bonuses, incentive programs, and relocation
opportunities.
Come join the more than 9,000 people who have made MBNA the nation's second-largest lender
through bank credit cards, serving more than 10 million Customers.
MBNA Marketing Systems will be on the University of Maine campus interviewing candidates for this
opportunity. Please join us:
Tuesday, February 22
8:30 am-4:30 pm
University of Maine Career Center
Chadbourne Hall, Third Floor
To schedule an interview, interested individuals should submit a resume to the Career Center by
Monday, February 21.
If you can't join us on campus, call
(207) 236-1512
Mon.-Fri.: 8 am-5 pm
for more information or to schedule a personal interview.
MBNA Marketing Sysiems 15 an Equal Employmem Opponunny/Affirmauve Action Employe,.
01994 MBNA Amenca Bank, NA

usually meet only once a week.The only alternative would be to hold classes on a Saturday.
The Faculty Senate requires that classes
meet for 69 days in each semester.
"We are basically shut out of making
major changes to the calender," Worster said.
OffCampusBoard Acting President Norm
Nelson said,"If you would leave it the way it
was in the first place, it was a good idea."
Also at Tuesday's meeting, the senate
approved two proposals recommending that
student groups and clubs be given space in
Lord Hall after the Department of Music
moves to the new performing arts center
between the Maine Center for the Arts and
the Memorial Union.
"Under both proposals we would get the
entire eastern part of Lord Hall. Its just a
matter of how much space we would give up
in the Union," Worster said.
In other business, the senate allocated
additional funds to several clubs. The money
became available when enrollment was higher than expected this year. The allocations
were: Circle K-$900, American Congress of
Surveying and Mapping-$450, Sophomore
Owls-$265,Agriculture Resource Club-$900,
Campus Crusade for Christ-$100, UMaine
Amateur Radio Club-$350,Student Government's Governmental procedures Committee-$40, UMaine Woodsmen's Team-$325.

1 for $2, 2 for $3.50, 3 for $5
Toes: $1 Buck Night
Wed: $2.00
Fri & Sat: $2.50
Kids Movies $1.00
In the Laundry Room
In the Video Room
Top Loader $1.25
Nintendo & Super
Double Loader $1.50
Nintendo Games $1.50
Machines $5.00/day
Laudromat Hours: M-Thurs 6am-11pm • Fri/Sat 6am-I2
midnight • Sun 7am-10pm • Videos-Megabucks-Beverages:
6am-11:30pm Daily • Friday/Saturday till 12:30am

AIM

Dubay
vow,Auto Parts

NAPAI

With Every Pair of Windshield
Wiper Blades Purchased,
Receive 1 Free Gallon of
Window Washer Solvent
With This Coupon
Old Town
827-5593

CLAD 2-402-94

M-F 7:00-5:30
Sat 8-5
Sun 9-3

Orono
866-5523
M-F 7:30-5:00
Sat 9-3
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•"In the Line" right on the mark

ArtsForum
What's
new cn
the arts
scene?
In The Near Future:
Film and discussion: "Malcolm X:
El HajjMalik Shabbazz," life and work
of Malcolm X presented in ways that
loosely follow themes in "The Autobiography of Malcolm X,"mostly original
footage of Malcolm's speeches, part of
the Peace and Justice Film Series,7 p.m.,
Thursday, Feb. 17, 100 Neville Hall.
Free.
Music:"Thursday Nightatthe Bear's
Den,"9 p.m.,Thursday,Feb 17,Memorial Union. Free.
Concert:"University Orchestra and
the Percussion Ensemble," part of the
Department of Music performance series, 7 p.m., Thursday, Feb. 17, Maine
Center for the Arts. Free.
Movie: "Fatal Instinct," 6:30 and
9:15 p.m.,Friday,Feb. 18, Hauck Auditorium, Union. Admission.
Comedy:"Comedy Cafe with Kevin
Knox and Paul Nardizzi," 9 p.m., Friday, Feb. 18, Damn Yankee, Union.
Admission.

On-Going Arts and
Entertainment:
Paul Knaut: Maine Photographer,a UMaine Museum of Art exhibit, Jan 26-March 20, Hauck Gallery,
Union.
Leslie Bostrom: Paintings, a
UMaine Museum of Art exhibit through
Feb. 20, Carnegie Gallery in Carnegie
Hall.
Migrant Within H,a UMaine Museum of Art exhibit through Feb. 20,
1938 Gallery in Carnegie Hall.
Penobscot Bay Scribers,a UMaine
Museum of Art exhibit through Feb. 16,
Hole in the Wall Gallery, Union.
Sacred Buddhist Art from Tibet,a
Hudson Museum exhibit of contemporary paintingsfrom Tibet through March
11, Maine Center for the Arts.
Inuit Images: Their Life Through
Their Art,a Hudson Museum exhibit of
contemporary Inuit prints and carvings
through March 13, Maine Center for the
Arts.
Movie and Live Music,every Thursday night at the Ram's Horn, 7:30 p.m.
Call 581-1734.
Thursday Night at the Bear's Den,
featuring live music, 9 p.m. Call 5811734.
Movies from India,every Monday,
6:30 p.m., 101 Neville. Call 581-1734.
International Folk Dancing,every
Monday,7 p.m., Call 581-1734.
Peace Studies Lecture Series, every Monday, 12:15-1:30 p.m., Bangor
Lounge, Memorial Union.
Maine Review Poetry Readings,
first Tuesday of every month, Ram's
Horn, Call 581-8707.

• Deep thoughts often only need a few words
•"Creeping Jenny" a winding tale

•Pavilion series

'Desperate' students create play
By Deanna L. Partridge
Staff Writer
The Pavilion Theatre at the University of
Maine is known for the experimentation and
learning thattakes place within its round walls.
Kent Forbes has had some experience
within the Pavilion. He graduated from
UMaine with an undergraduate degree in
theater with the thought that he wanted to be
a director. When he was accepted to graduate school he decided to challenge himself
and create something of his own.Forbes had
never written a play before.
"Could I do this? Would it work?I wanted a new challenge and I wanted to prove
this to myself," Forbes said.
The result was "Desperate Measures,"
his thesis which is currently on its first run at
the Pavilion Theatre through this week.
The play centers around Tylor Price, an
aspiring actor, and Stuart Carter, a comedian. The two decide to travel across the
country to Los Angeles in search of a better
way of life.
"What they are really looking for is to
make their dreams come true," Forbes said.
The foils in the characters are what provide the humor for the play and not their
situation.
"Conflict isn't always funny, but it can
be," Forbes said.
Senior theater major Scott Stanley became involved with "Desperate Measures"

when Forbes asks him to read the script with
either the intention to perform or direct it.
Stanley opted to direct because he had
limited experience in the director's chair
and wanted to add to his experience.
Stanley said he learned a lot about structure and continuity of a script and also the

"Could I do this?
Would it work? I
wanted a new
challenge and I
wanted to prove this
to myself."
Kent Forbes
importance of precise communication skills
through directing.
The hardest part ofdirecting in Stanley's
estimation was acquiring the ability to think
on several levels simultaneously.
A director needs to be able to place him
or herself in the audience's position, in the
individual roles of the performers and also
have the omniscient view of the script to
know where the journey of the characters is

going and how the present moment will
affect the plot later.
Another facet to Stanley's role in the
project was that of liaison between the performers and the playwright.
A workshop process,such as in this case,
involves transcribing the work from paper
onto the stage. This process requires rewrites,improvisation and interpretation.The
script being performed is actually the fifth
draft of "Desperate Measures."
"It's exciting to see new lines performed
immediately," Stanley said.
The dynamism ofthe production process
is something Noel Thibodeau also felt was
exciting about the project.
Thibodeau,who graduated from UMaine
in December with a degree in Romance languages and a minor in theater, plays Tylor.
According to Thibodeau, they started
rehearsing the play with no ending, discovering where it was going in the process.
Aside from the excitement of constant
discovery,Thibodeau said he will take away
a new awareness of how he interacts with
people from the play.
Because"Desperate Measures"revolves
around the interaction between Tyler and
Stuart, identification, or the lack of, is a key
to the performance.
The final performances of "Desperate
Measures" will be given at 8 p.m.Thursday,
Feb. 17,and Saturday,Feb 19, in the Pavilion Theatre.

Headspins
By Jeoff Tardif
Staff Writer
Reality Bites
Original Motion Picture Soundtrack
RCA Records
Like a shot of pop culture in the arm,
"Reality Bites," Original Motion Picture
Soundtrack opens with the familiar bass line
from The Knack's super pop hit "My Sharona." The cute,fun and irreverent songs do
notend with this song,butcontinue throughout the rest of the soundtrack.
A few ofthe big name artists included in
the "Reality Bites" soundtrack include: The
Juliana Hatfield 3, World Party, U2,Lenny
Kravitz, Dinosaur Jr., and Squeeze.
Although many ofthese artists have been
well known in the "alternative" scene for
some time, the producers chose the most
accessible and pop structured songs they
could find. The adventure picks or songs not
contained on any album do not show their
face here, so buyer beware.
The producers of the "Reality Bites"
soundtrack did have one thing in mind when
they put together this compilation, the almighty dollar! This fact is probably not their
fault because a major motion picture almost
always needs a beefy soundtrack to do well
in the '90s, and why not capitalize on the
retro/alternative bandwagon anyway. Too
bad big motion picture companies do not
have enough foresight to grab hold of the
future of music soundtracks instead of set-

tling for the safe alternative.
The Juliana Hatfield 3 hand over their
song "Spin The Bottle," which is a cute,soft
pop song which sets the mood for the entire
album. This, believe it or not is one of the
most alternative songs on this compilation.
U2 delivers a ballad in the form of the
song "All I Want Is You," which displays
the sensitive side of that dominating pop
quartet.
Lenny Kravitz lends the song "Spinning
Round Over You," which,like mostofKravitz's material, is a blatant throwback to popular Jimi Hendrix material. Aside from the
nostalgia quotient,this track is one of Kravitz's better songs.
Squeeze revamped their huge hit'Tempted," and reworked the song to give it a more
"90s sound," while retaining the same song
structure. Although not very different from
the original, the band should have left this
track alone, or better yet they should have
released something new.
Big Mountain give the most creative
track on the "Reality Bites" soundtrack by
reworking Peter Frampton's song "Baby,I
Love Your Way," into a reggae beat to
change the entire mood of the original.
Over all the "Reality Bites" soundtrack
can be summed up in a few meaningful
words: Some things are better left alone. If
your bag is a rehash of old '70s and early
'80s hits, then go and find the originals. The
reason the original was covered is because it
was a good song.

"Reality Bites-Original Motion Picture
Soundtrack," may be exactly what the demographics say will be a big hitfor the company,
butIsuggestone provethe charts and revenue
curves wrong by making "Reality Bites"
what it is, a rehash. Chomp on this.
Prong
Cleansing
Epic
Terse, like a New York subway rushing
headlong at your face. This is the image
Prong's "Cleansing" conjures up in the collective mind.
With the addition of new bassist Paul
Raven (formerly of the group Killing Joke,
which,incidentally Prong has been referred
to many times in the past),Prong is poised to
overrun the metal market.
Tight and precise are two words that
need re-definition after release of this album. The time changes these four guys
manoeuvre around, make musicians worldwide drool.The rhythm section runs like the
high speed performance engine of a Lambourgini. While the guitars scream like a
power drill into ones skull.
"Cleansing" does not stray far from the
proven flavor of Prong, but it does give the
fan another taste oftheir highly defined take
on the metal/industrial landscape.
The absolute standouttrack on this strong
performer is the song "Snap Your Fingers,
Snap Your Neck."This behemoth starts out
See HEADSPINS
on page 19
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Tape
By Mark Dehmlow
Staff Writer

6 Central St., Bangor
990-CLUB

Friday
Miller
0 Drafts
8-11pm
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Free lift tickets
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With apprehension I picked up the box
for "In the Line of Fire" off the new release
shelf with the only good thoughts being:
"Well, Clint's last movie was great and
look, John Malkovich is in this movie."
I was far from disappointed, as a matter
of a fact, I was extremely pleased with my
choice.
"In the Line of Fire" is about a Secret
Service agent(ClintEastwood)who is tracking down what seems to be more than a
simple threat to the president's life by a
rather determined assassin (Malkovich).
At the same time Eastwood is trying to
overcome the battle with age and keep hisjob
which is threatened by the fact that he has less-

than-adequate social skills. He's a bit rough
and paranoid,sometimesjust hard to get along
with. The assassin and guard play this cat and
mouse game throughout the film as they discover how much alike they really are.
Eastwood falls in love with his fellow
Secret Service agent(Rene Rouseau),which
complicates his life all the more. To make
things more difficult he is forced to leave the
case just as he gets close to catching the
culprit, but it doesn't stop him from trying.
When all is said and done,the film comes
down to an explosive conflict, pitting Malkovich against Eastwood.
This film is extremely good. Not only
were the actors wonderful and believable,
but in particular Malkovich astounded me.
His character was six-dimensional, complex and even left me confused at times.

/

t
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Sometimes he fitted the embodiment ofevil
and then at others the pureness of innocence
and poetic justice. Malkovich has always
been a great actor and hejust proves himself
once again in this film.
I was also impressed by the story of this
film. It kept me interested and even pulled a
few unpredictable twists, which are important because otherwise I would have been
left bored in my chair. Not to mention that
this was an interesting idea that has been
dealt with only a little and, not only that, but
it wasn't released at the same time as all of
the JFK stuff, so the plot didn't seem trite.
I really liked this film. I recommend it if
you want something suspenseful, thoughtprovoking and just a good film over all, you
rent this film—if not for any other reason
than to see John Malkovich's performance.

courtesy of

FOX 104.7 fm. •Book review

Register to win a
trip for 2 to sunny

Bermuda.
Balloon
drop at
$200Midnight!
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Mystery abloom in 'Creeping Jenny
By Mary Campbell
Associated Press Writer
John Sherwood has a winning crop of
mysteries starring peppy widow Celia Grant,
who operates a nursery in Melbury, a small
town in England.
The latest,"Creeping Jenny"(Scribner's,
$20), is as enjoyable to read as the previous
eight.
It doesn't start with a corpse but with a girl,
Jenny Watson, timidly applying for a job at
Grant's Archercroft Nurseries. Grant doesn't
like her, on sight, and a woman from the

potting shed warns her that the Lysimachia
nummularia looks sick, using the botanical
name for Creeping Jenny.But Grant hires her.
Soon,two men who want to be the squire
and benefactor of the village become rivals—not as innocuous as it sounds. And
Grant's design on behalf of her Melbury
Garden Society for a 13-by-10-foot courtyard garden is accepted for the prestigious
Chelsea Flower Show.
Thesetwoevents,plus Jenny,are the ground
over which sprouts a group saying they're
militant environmentalists. They're militant
all right, but is their target really weed-killing
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A series of one-hour seminars designed to offer
helpful tips on improving a variety of your learning
skills.
Program this week:
Feb. 16 Note Taking
Jerry Ellis-Associate Director
Onward Program

Dance!
Dance!
Dance!

Wednesdays - 3:15 p.m.
Totman Room
Memorial Union
iiic'

SPRING
BREAK

from $439
from $439
from $129

TRAVEL
SERVICES

at

Hey U. Maine!
Boston Departures!
The Best Hotels,
Parties & Activities!

UNIV. OF MAINE
7-11'77-r-r-i''11"7777
CANCUN
JAMAICA
FLORIDA

Sponsored by the Memorial Union and
the Office of Commuter Services, University of Maine

mccl

chemicals? They plan terrorist activities, directed by someone with an Irish accent.
Grant notices a lot of details and puts
them together. Unlike amateur sleuths who
are despised or ignored by the police, the
policemen that Grant knows are almost too
effusive about her help.
Sherwood's smooth writing style stiffensforsuch pronouncements as:"Mrs.Grant,
this is the third time you've pointed me in a
promising direction when I didn't know
which way to turn.Thank you.I shall follow
this up at once."
But it's a good thing he does follow up.
Grant's deductions are not only correct, but
she gets into a dangerous spot and needs
rescuing.
You don't have to be a gardener to enjoy
Celia Grant.The horticulture references aren't
too heavily spaded in.

120 N,fll, AU,,,. St., Ithaca, NY 14850

1-800-648-4849

Local Reps Needed
Call Us for Specials
& Group Discounts!
Ask for Jen
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Bookshelf al
ally to call it a book would be generous. All when the topic being discussed is changing more on the other stories, giving each one a
of the stories within are very short as well. constantly. None of her stories stand out, suitable length.
"Wouldn't Take Nothing for My JourThere are twenty-five chapters in this 140 and as for the thinking behind them,they are
proper
ney"
is too much of a quick read. The
Wisdom doesn't come from age alone.It page book, with each chapter lasting no lost because they are not given the
average
reader will not find anything of
is the exceptional life that is the water well longer than a few pages. It is an extremely length of discussion.
Nothing
for
value
within
the book. Angelou only gives
Perhaps "Wouldn't Take
of wisdom, and Maya Angelou is perhaps short read.The average reader will be able to
book
if
catalyst
in thinking about many
us the
My Journey" would be a better
finish it within an hour.
one of those wells.
things,
but
she
does
not continue on. The
It is the shortness of the stories that Angelou had done one of two things: First,
"Wouldn't Take Nothing for My Jourout the details of her
reader
is
left
to
figure
ney Now"(Random House) is filled with hinders Angelou's book. She tries to make she could have lengthened the stories. There
something
that
most will not do;
thinking,
small stories and philosophical quirks that the briefest statement on issues that need are many chapters that total only a few
the next story,
they
will
only
go
on
to
intend to help the reader find a better place more than a few paragraphs. The important paragraphs.
just
as fast as it
quickly
forgetting
the
last
as
many
as
Second,
she
could
have
cut
in life. Angelou uses this book to put across ideas that are trying to be put across are lost
took
them
to
read
it.
her
topics
and
then
concentrated
with
half
of
the quick read.
her ideas and beliefs to her readers.
Angelou only includes one of her poems
If you know anything about the life of
Maya Angelou, you know that she herself in the book. It needs more. Her ideas come
has had an extremely extraordinary and var- across more completely through the use of
ied lifestyle, and thus has the credentials to poetry than with the tales she tells.
write a book to make people take notice in
One should not think of this as just for
of
opinions
life. It is unfortunate her African-Americans or for females. Anher
not
come
do
across very strongly.
ideas
gelou tries to include everyone in her
"Wouldn't Take Nothing Now for My thoughts.
154 Park Avenue, Orono • Telephone: 866-5505
Journey" is an extremely short book. ActuIt is hard to get into Angelou's thinking
Introducing the new

By Stephen Allan

Staff Writer

Start your Thursday Night on the town at

Pizza Kin

Headspins
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with the fattest brooding bass line this year
and rolls on with choppy guitars interspersed
with the rhythm section. Then, when the
chorus kicks in, fear for your life mortal!
Intensity spews forth from all four members
at once, almost too much to handle, but we
can take it.
"Whose Fist Is This Anyway,"(the title
taken from the E.P. ofthe same name)gears
up into some heavy riffing."Another Worldly Device,""Out OfThis Misery," and "Not
Of This World," also prove to be hot points
for Prong.

Prong remains on the cutting-edge of
metal once again with the release of"Cleansing," and prove to fans of metal and industrial that speed may not be the most important part of being a heavy unit.
If you have been a fan, get ready for the
latest edition of the Prong saga, and if this
is your first introduction,soak in the happiness of finding such well executed material. Not all metal offers the guts of music
without the glam filler. Accept Prong as
your mentor and allow "Cleansing" to save
your ears.

All Arts Friday...
Just you wait and see!
11:10cm't

lie9-(Pt
Dinner Special 5-9pm
ere we have 5 different beers on tap and over 25 different bottled beers all the time!
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From Maine
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night of
comedy and
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entertainers!
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Proceeds will benefit the Maine Chapter ofthe
National Multiple Sclerosis Society and the Jimmie
Heuga Center for MS research.
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*Bob Bryan*
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500 w/UMaine Student ID
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Sigma Chi
Presents'-

The Flip Side of the Party

"Someone who can finally relate to our generation."
-Andy Dionne, Junior

February 28th, 1994 - 7:30 P.M.
Maine Centerfor the Arts
Sponsored By
Comprehensive Fee
Graduate M Club
Guest Lecture Series
Health Impact Group

Inter-Fraternity and Panhellenic Councils
NCAA
ROC - A Board of Student Government
U-Maine Athletics

Free Admission and Open to the Public
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SportsNews
The Campus
Sports Ticker
WMEB College
Hockey Poll
Week #15 Feb. 13, 1994
Team Ranking
1.Michigan (14)
2.Harvard
3.Boston U.
4.Minnesota
5.LSSU
6.Colorado Coll.
7.UMass-Lowell
8.Northern Mich.
9.Michigan St.
10.Northeastern

Points
140
124
108
99
88
55
52
38
35
13

Record
27-2-1
15-3-2
19-7
17-9-4
19-9-3
19-9-2
15-6-6
18-11-1
17-9-4
16-7-4

Others receiving votes: Wisconsin
Western
Mich. 6, RPI 4.
8,

Edberg advances at
Eurocard Open
STUTTGART, Germany (AP) —
Third-seeded Stefan Edberg withstood
23 aces to beat German Marc Goellner
6-7(4-7), 7-6(7-2),6-0 in a first-round
match at the Eurocard Open.
Fifth-seeded Cedric Pioline ofFrance
outlasted Sweden's Magnus Larsson 67(8-6), 6-4, 7-6 (7-2); Russian Andrei
Cherkasov beat Jonas Svensson ofSweden 6-3, 4-6,6-1.

•Profile of Excellence

• Women's hoop team banned from NAC tourney
• Profile of Excellence: Lee Saunders
• Finn Column: Where does the fault lie?

Women's basketball team banned
member Division I institution shall limit its
total regular season playing schedule in the
sport of basketball to 27 games. Participation
in aconferencetournament mustbe counted as
one of the school's 27 permissible regular
season contests.
UMaine, currently at the 27-game limit,
not including the NAC tournament, would be
one over the maximum number of contests
should they participate in NAC postseason
play.
Had the oversight been spotted earlier,the
Black Bears could have dropped a game from
their schedule, one against a non-conference
opponent. That option no longer exists as
UMaine wrapped upits non-conference schedule Jan. 31 against Dartmouth.
"Obviously ifIknew,"Wait minute,this is
wrong,' we would have moved to drop that
(Dartmouth game)immediately,and ofcourse
that makes me feel horrible," Palombo said.
The oversight was not an NCAA rules
violation and Palombo wanted to stress that
fact.
"It's a mistake by a coach, me,and there's
no violation and there's just an enormous
penalty that the NAC deems is appropriate,"
Palombo said. "They (NAC) had a choice.
They could go with precedent or without,and
they chose without."
Palombo broke the news to her team after
Monday's practice.
"Naturally, they're devastated," Palombo
said."I think the biggest thing that they can't
believe is the severity of the penalty."
Seniorguard andco-captain Chrissy Strong
summed up the team's reaction to the news.
"A lot of us on the team talked and I don't

from page 1

really think it's hit us right now," Strong said.
"We'rejust going to try and keep it in perspective."
Sullivan agrees that there was a lot of
shock.
"When coach told us, basically everyone
wasjustdumbfounded,"Sullivan said."When
she left the room there wasjust silence."
The players don't blame their coach for the
oversight.
"Right now the team is very supportive of
coach, the whole coaching staff, and very
supportive of each other," Strong said.
Sullivan agreed with her teammates assessment.
"I think it was a very innocent error and I
don't hold any resentment at all," Sullivan
said. "It's just unfortunate."
For Strong, the reality that she might not
get another chance at postseason play has been
especially difficult.
"It hurts a lot," Strong said."That was one
of our goals, we wanted to win the regular
season so we could host the tournament here
and it would be a great wayto gooutas asenior.
Right now that doesn't look like an option,so
we're looking at our other options."
UMaine, currently 16-6 overall and 8-1,
good for first-place in the conference, was
headed for a home-court position in the NAC
tournament.
The Black Bears, winners offour straight,
avenged their only NAC loss when they traveled to Boston last Thursday and defeated the
Northeastern Huskies.
The decision comes with only five conference games remaining and the tournament
slated to begin on March 6.

Sports Editor
Favoring a mix-n-match, leather, denim
and chains wardrobe and featuring a haircut
last seen hiding the scalp of Prince Valiant,
University of Maine senior defenseman Lee
Saunders does notlook like your typical hockey player.
And he isn't, though hidden underneath
the original garb and 'do is a down-to-earth
guy who simply loves the camaraderie of
being on a team.
"I'm my own person," the Black Bears'
designated free-spirit said."I wear interesting
clothing, I guess, but I like being a team guy
and I'll do anything for anyone of these players.I've played team sports my whole life,and
I've learned that chemistry is so importantto a
team's success. Not everyone should be the
same on a team. That's what makes good
chemistry."
If that is the case, Saunders has certainly
done his part to make sure the UMaine lockeroom remains a veritable melting pot. His
journey from an infant in England to a top
flight U.S. college hockey defenseman is as
unique as his style of dress.
It begins at his birthplace in Newcastle,
England, where he was born to Dennis and
Bridie Saunderson June 3,1970.Dennis SaunSee SAUNDERS
on page 22

Another
athletic
embarrassment
By Chad Finn
Sports Editor

When a transcript
coding error sidelined
University of Maine
hockey All-American
Cal Ingraham for 14
games in late October, it was UMaine
compliance officer Woody Carville who
took the heat.
When Ingraham's teammate, freshman defenseman Jeff Tory, was declared
ineligible by NCAA Prop 48 standards a
few weeks later,the aftermath found fault
- in the hands Black Bear coach Shawn
Walsh. He suffered a five-game suspension for his ignorance.
And when it was announced Monday
that the UMaine women's basketball team
had scheduled one too many games this
season, thereby disqualifying them from
participating in the North Atlantic Conference postseason tournament, it was a
somber UMaine coach Joanne Palombo
who accepted the blame.
Pardon me,but is there a pattern here?
It seems that after each one of the
individual crisis that have composed this
pigsty of a UMaine athletic year, one
person has been pinpointed as the scapegoat for that particular screw-up — first
Carville, then Walsh, now Palombo.
Certainly these individuals all made
mistakes to one degree or another.
Carville clearly overlooked the fact
that Ingraham was a course short ofeligibility requirements when he transferred to
UMaine in 1991. What in the world was
Walsh thinking when he chose not to
share critical information regarding Tory's grades with his superiors? And Palombo surely should have read "the fine
print," as she put it, in the NAC scheduling rules.
Unfortunately, it really is not as easy
as faulting one lone culprit in each instance and assigning all of the blame to
that person.There are questions lingering
that one convenient fall guy(or gal)simply can't answer.
For instance, why has there been one
administrative problem piled on top of
another this season for UMaine's athletic
teams?
Is there poor managementcomingfrom
the office ofBlack Bear Athletic Director
Mike Ploszek,or is his staff merely overworked and snake-bitten?
Ploszek proved he wasfirmly in command ofhis department when he suspended Walsh for what waslabeled an "errorin
judgment" after the Tory situation unfolded, but what kind of command is it
when it takes a member of a rival school
to notify you that you have scheduled one
too many basketball gamesfour months
into the season?
Put more bluntly,is Ploszek capable of
controlling theUMaineathleticdepartment?
Senior Lee Saunders isn't conventional, but his style gets the job done for the
See FINN COLUMN
UMaine hockey team.(File photo.)
on page 22

Saunders' style strange yet successful
By Chad Finn

•Column
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Saunders
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ders,a coal miner,wasthe head of what his son ally have about as much a future in U.S.college
hockey as a potbellied midget has in the NBA.
calls a "very middle-class family."
But UMaine assistant coach Grant StandSo when he was offered a better opportunity in coal mining in British Columbia in 1974, brook,who scoursthe BCJHLforfuture Black
Dennis Saunders packed up his belongings, Bear stars like Paul Kariya and Dan Shermertook his wife and four-year old son and headed horn, had seen Saunders play and liked what
he saw.Still, he didn't offer him an immediate
halfway across the world.
The family settled in Femie, B.C. Dennis scholarship, and Saunders figured his hockey
and his wife eased in to their new surround- career would soon be over.
"I figured I'd travel around Europe for a
ings,while their young son became something
while,see some old relatives, and then maybe
of a hockey player.
As he grew older and gained areputation as take some courses at a Canadian college," he
one of the swiftest skating defensemen in the said.
However,when the Black Bears suddenly
region,his stock became valuable enough that
he was asked tojoin the Nanaimo Clippers of found themselves short on defensemen midthe ultra-competitive British Columbia Junior way through the 1990-91 season,Standbrook
Hockey League. At the age of 18, he was remembered the speedy kidfrom the Nanaimo
club and wondered if he was still available. He
named Nanaimo's Rookie of the Year.
"Iguess I was pretty good,"Saunders said. was.
"We brought him in around Christmas in
"I wasn't bad or anything, but I wasn't sure if
I would continue to play hockey afterjuniors. 1990-91," UMaine coach Shawn Walsh said.
After all, when I heard from Maine,I was 20 "We had lost Jack Capuano and Eric Weinrich
years old and in my third year in the league." to the pros,and thatleft usa little thin on defense.
Twenty-year oldjunior league players usu- We had some great recommendations on him,

and although I hadn't seen him play,Grant had,
so we offered him a scholarship."
It was the only scholarship offer he received — from anyone. Saunders has proven
to be worth the sight-unseen gamble Walsh
took in signing him.
After registering one assist in six games as
an insurance policy in 1990-91 and nine points
in 13 games in 1991-92,Saunders worked his
way into UMaine's regular defensive rotation
last season and responded with seven goals
and 12 assists while appearing in 42 ofthe 421-2 national champs' 45 games.
His seventh goal — lucky number seven
— was one loyal Black Bear fans will never
forget.
His stumbling, trickling knuckleball of a
shot miraculously found its way under Michigan goalie Steve Shields to give the Black
Bears'a4-3 overtime win in the NCAA Tournament Semifinals last season.
"That was definitely the biggest highlight
of my hockey career, other than winning the
nationalchampionship,"Saunderssaid."Even

if it was a pretty lucky play."
Luck,Saunders seems to think, has played
a big role in his finding hockey fortune.
Heck,he says,notevery player"can be the
type like the Ferraros or Paul Kariya that
everybody wants. I was lucky to get noticed
and get a scholarship." He hopes, in this, his
senior year, to help out his younger teammates, not only the superstars, but those just
like him three years ago, the ones that feel
lucky to have the chance to play at this level.
"When I was a freshman,(former UMaine
defenseman)Dan Murphy took me aside and
offered me advice and we eventually became
good friends,"Saunders said."He and some of
the older guys helped me out,and now thatI'm
a senior I want to help out some of the young
guys on this years team. Again,it all goes back
to chemistry to make a team successful."
Chemistry and a well-timed helping of
luck — the Lee Saunders recipe for hockey
success.Like his taste in clothing,it may not be
typical, but it certainly seems to have worked
for him.

Finn column
Some of those questions remain unanswered.Butas much as the evidence is beginning to point otherwise, the answer to the
final query remains "yes."
The error in Ingraham's transcript was
missed by Carville,a man in charge ofoverseeing the transcripts of all 400-plus student-athletes on the Orono campus as well as knowing
the two-phone-books-thick NCAA rulebook
inside and out. It was an honest mistake by an
overworked man.Butit wasthejob thatPloszek
pays him to do. He should have done it.

from page 21
Walsh's mistake may not have been so
honest — keeping information he felt to be
irrelevant from his bosses. But to his credit,
the UMaine hockey coach accepted full blame
for keeping Ploszek and Co. in the dark.
Ploszek probably never would have known
that Walsh withheld a thing had the full Tory
story not been uncovered by a local reporter.
And Palombo's error?Inexperience.This
is the only place Ploszek can truly be faulted,
ifonly because the UMaine women's basketball team schedule was the first that the 28-

LOOKING FOR AN
OFF—CAMPUS ENVIRONMENT
IN AN
ON—CAMPUS LOCATION?

year old Palombo ever made up as a head
coach. With 20/20 hindsight, we can say that
Ploszek probably should have double-checked
it to make sure everything was correct.
But for whatever reason he didn't. So
when we turned on our local evening news
Monday night, we all saw what has become
a familiar sight on our TV screens lately.
The image ofPloszek sitting next to some
beleaguered UMaine coach, looking like he
has just woken up from some gruesome recurring nightmare as he tries to explain to the

cameras what's gone wrong this time.
"The unbelievable and difficult part of
this is that there's any number of people who
anywhere along the way could have noticed
this," Ploszek said Monday, telling the lens
about UMaine's latest athletic blunder."The
mistake was made,and we will deal with the
consequences now."
And Ploszek's nightmare of a year continues.
Chad Finn is a senior JMC majorfrom
Bath, Me.

If You're Sexually Active and Want to Prevent Pregnancy

York Village
Sign-up information sessions
will be taking place on:
•Wednesday, February 16, 8 p.m. York Commons
For those interested in moving to York Village next year.

York Village offers six person apartment units and optional
meal plans.
If you wish to live in York Village next year, you should attend
one of these meetings, as this is the beginning of the
application for housing process for academic year 1994/95
Questions??? Please call South Campus Office at 581-4503.

Nationa Condom Week
February 14-18
Men and women should share in the
responsibility for preventing
an unwanted pregnancy.
THIS MESSAGE BROUGHT TO YOU BY
The National Condom Week Committee
Athletes for Sexual Responsibility
Eastern Maine AIDS Network
CHF 351: Human Sexuality
Women's Health Services
Peer Educator Program
Greek Peer Educators
Health Impact Group
The Maine Campus
Maine Precaution
Campus Living
SHARE
MASH

To receive a free Safer Sex Kit clip and
redeem this ad at Cutler Health Center
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•Olympic hockey

•MLB

Jordan satisfied, but struggling Is Team USA in trouble?
By Ben Walker
AP Baseball Writer
SARASOTA,Ha.(AP)-They came
to see if Michael Jordan can hit. They heard
the answer. He can't, at least not yet.
Seldom did the sharp crack of Jordan's
batecho through low-slung Ed Smith Stadium. Instead, there were mostly dull thuds,
the sound mushy softballs make.
Using a right-handed swing that looked
more manufactured than natural, Jordan hit
nearly 100 balls and only one managed to
roll across the crushed-seashell warning
track and reach the fence. There were plenty of popups,lots of weak flys and a bunch
of balls beat into the dirt.
After his first outdoor workout that outsiders were allowed to observe, the newest
Chicago White Sox rookie was satisfied.
"You have to be patient. I think it's
going to be gradual improvement for me,"
he said. "The last thing I want to be is a
sideshow.
"I have to work on my hitting every day.
there are things I need to do," he
know
I
said.
White Sox manager Gene Lamont said

he expects Jordan, who has signed a Class
AAA contract,to play in an intrasquad game
March 3.
Up until now, the 6-foot-6 outfielder
wearing No.45 worked out behind guarded gates. The White Sox didn't want his
presence to disrupt camp when pitchers
and catchers report Wednesday, so they
opened Jordan's two-hour session for 250
reporters.
The most watched baseball practice since
Bo Jackson worked out on the same field last
spring with an artificial hip ended with Jordan and Lamont sitting in chairs on the firstbase dugout, answering questions.
Jordan looked good enough in the field
and was speedy during the baserunning drills.
Facing batting practice pitcher Mike
Maziarka and bullpen coach Roly DeArmas, Jordan showed a typical White Sox
swing, chopping down and letting go with
the top hand on the follow-through. That's
the style taught by batting coach Walt
Hriniak.
"That's the first time I've seen him hit,"
Hriniak said."There are a lot ofgood things.
His swing could be a little shorter. That
would give him the bat speed he needs."

By Jim Litke
AP Sports Writer
GJOVIK, Norway (AP)- The week
before the Olympic tournament begins is a
little late to suddenly discover you might not
have brought the right kind of team.
That very unsettling thought surely occurred to U.S. hockey coach Tim Taylor
only last week. And it must have loomed
larger Tuesday night, after his young, woefully inexperienced squad had to stage another late comeback to erase another twogoal deficit just to tie another team it was
expected to beat.
"At this point in time, I really thought
our speed would be a little bit more of a
factor," Taylor said after a 3-3 tie with
Slovakia.
"We've been shut down and neutralized
in ways we didn't count on. People have
been able to jam us in the neutral zone. And
maybe," he conceded,"maybe we're just a
little bit jittery."
There are increasing signs that the NHL
may follow the lead ofthe NBA and make it
easier for the pros to form hockey's equivalent of the Dream Team,perhaps in time for
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Stop by the basement of Lord
Hall for your classified ad.

roommates

help wanted
Summer Jobs With Upward Bound
Work with high school students on the
University of Maine campus. We need
English,foreign language,science, math,
career information teachers, a nurse,
residential life counselors, workshop coordinator, work experience coordinator
and others. Summer work-study especially helpful. Excellent professional experience. Room and board available for
some positions. Details/application: Upward Bound, 316 Chadbourne Hall; University of Maine, 581-2522.
300 Summer Camp Opportunities-In
NY, PA and New England. Instructors
needed for: tennis, basketball, baseball,
hockey, swimming/WSI/lifeguards, sailing, water-skiing, windsurfing, lacrosse,
archery, gymnastics, ceramics, jewelry,
volleyball, soccer, dance, dramatics,
equestrian,fitness, ropes, outdoorsmen,
piano accompaniast, Phys. Ed. majors,
nurses,chefs, etc. Call Arlene at: 1-800443-6428 now!
Nanny position-In CT starting May'94.
1 year commitment, childcare experi4.
ence required. Call (203) 233-009
MENT
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Congrats Lisa C. and Laura H.
bids!!! Love Bob

the 1998 Games. Even with the impressive
roster the Americans could field,that would
leave them still behind the Canadians and
Swedes, as well as those teams that used to
be known as the Soviets and Czechs.
But it does them absolutely no good
right here, right now. Because the way
the tournament is shaping up, it seems
most of the competition has adapted to
the changing landscape much faster than
they have.
When Taylor assembled this U.S. team
and hit the road in August for a 55-game
schedule, he emphasized youth and speed.
Everything went well-until Feb.5, when
the Americans played a second-rate French
squad at Rouen, France, and were lucky to
get out of town with a 4-4 tie.
In what would turn out to be a preview of
their games here against France and now
Slovakia, the veteran-loaded French side
clutched and grabbed the Americans all
over the ice. Not only did it effectively cut
down the size of the rink, it also cut deeply
into the U.S.team's cool.Instead oftrying to
outskate and outscore them, the impatient
Americans became consumed with outcheap-shotting.them.

on your

Share lovely, quiet home in Orono.
Reasonable, great deal, phone, laundry,
utilities incl. Call Clara 866-3701.
One person required to share Orono
apt. one block from university. $150/
month plus one third elect. Contact Mike
or Doug at 866-7872.
Looking for a place this summer? I
found it .1 need two roommates! Downtown Orono, $200 bucks. 866-7487.
Female roommate wanted-10 minute
drive to campus. All utils. paid incl. cable.
Own room. $175/mo. 827-6744.
Roommate wanted to share lg., clean,
pleasant 2 BR duplex. Laundry, parking,
on bus rt. Very nice. Call eves. 947-5729.
$150/mo.+ 1/4 utils-Own room in 4 BR
house. Available end of Feb. On bus
route Non-smoker. 827-5706 eves.

for sale
Pioneer 4x20 watt car amp with 8 band
equilizer with Led display-$50. Pioneer
TSX-25 rear mount car speakers.80 watts
max output-$60. Best offers. Call Jeff at
581-1272 or 827-7928.
Snowboard GNU antigravity with
elfgew bindings. Great condition-$200
or best offer. Call 866-7632 for details.
RCA 20"TV-Stereo remote. Bought Jan.
'94 brand new. $250 or best offer. Call
Brendan x8816.
Ski boots-Raichle XR1,size 10 1/2. High
performance/racing, used twice-$75.
Craig 866-2625.
Cruise to Bahamas-$365 for 2 tickets.
Will accept best offer. Call 866-7339.
Macintosh computerfor sale-Complete
system including printer only $500. Call
Chris at 1-800-289-5685.

Lost: Silver with black stone class ring.
Gray-New Gloucester w/ Ali on it. Call
x7147
Lost: Woman's black wool scarf in vicinity of greenhouse. Call x2968.
Lost: Silver earring-1/2 moon w/ star.
Call Ashley x8618.
Lost: Cream and gold men's Bulova
watch, dual time. Lost 1/28 on campus.
If found, call Brendan at x8816.
Found: Items such as watches, glasses,
earrings, keys, weight belts and ski boots
have been turned in to the Recreational
Sports Office Lost & Found. These items
can be claimed from 7:30 a.m. to 4:30
p.m. Monday through Friday. Call 5811082 for further information.
Found: Nike(right hand leather glove)in
Memorial Gym last Mon. Call 581-1197
Kwon.
Found: Blue and black Laguna watch on
walkway in front of Hitchner. Call the
Maine Campus at x1273.
Found: Blue country craft stuffed pig,
near Chadbourne. Call x3740 or stop by
Visitor's Center to claim.
Found:Set of 3 keys on a round "O'Neill"
key chain. Found Friday behind Stewart

travel
Spring Break'94-Cancun, Bahamas,Jamaica, Florida & Padre! 110% lowest
price guarantee! Organize 15 friends &
your trip is free! Take a Break Student
Travel (800) 328-7283.
Last chance to book! Spring break sale
1994! Special rates from Boston to Jamaica
and Cancun from only $449! Lowest prices
guaranteed to S. Padre, Florida! Call
Su nsplash Tourstoday at 1-800-426-7710.

Orono Thrift Shop-$1 per bag, 1/2
price in Boutique, Feb. 16th-Mar. 12th.
From Main,take Pine, 2nd rt. onto Birch;
Wed 11-4, Sat 11-2.
Drummer wanted: To play originals.
Influences pref: Zep, Pearl Jam + blues
artists. Call Jimmy 866-7560.
Play the Stock Market-Manage a
fictional $500,000 stock portfolio, win
$5000. Call 1-800-545-1975 ext. 12
A national Pro-Life group is looking for
students to help communicate the ProLife message. Write to: Stop the Killing,
Inc., P.O. Box 7725, Metairie, LA 70010
Spring Break getin shape-Step aerobics
and more. Evening classes, beginners
welcome. Clark's Fitness 827-2456.
We're back! Male & female strippers for
birthdays, fraternity, sorority & special
occasions. Call Exotica 947-440., 6.

apartments
Apartments for fall '94. Efficiencies 1,
2,3,4,5 BR apts. Walking distance to
campus. 866-2516 or 941-9113.
Talmar Wood, Orono-Come join us!
Great place to study. Walking distance
to University. No worries. All utilities
included. 30 day lease. Maintenance
on-call 24 hours a day. Management
on-site. 1,2,and 3 bedroom apartments.
Rents begin at $386. All are welcomed.
Call 866-4300 to apply. EHO.
Take advantage of our classified
special:

3 lines
3 days
3 dollars.
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Up to

50% off.
e

Retail Sale

Air Sonic Flight
Air Radicate
Air Bound
Air Raid
Air Trainer Max
Air Accel Lo

Avia
1380 X-Trainer

74.99
89.99
89.99
89.99
119.00
69.99

37.00
45.00
45.00
45.00
65.00
35.00

Russell Sweats
Pants & Crewneck Shirts

Aerobic Wear
Reg. Price 14.99-59.99
On Sale 10.00-20.00

Maine Hockey Jerseys Retail
Sale
59.99 30.00
39 99 23.00
Pro team hockey Jerseys metal, sale
39.99- 10.00
59.99
CCM 652 Pump Skate
Crew neck
Hooded

Retail
Sale
269.99-199.99

Notre Dame
Florida Gators
Florida State
Georgetown Hoyas
Miami Hurricanes

Free Basketballs Given to the First 12 Customers Each Day of Sale
with Purchase of a pair of Shoes

